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Want to save Money? See page 2

Be ready for Winter 2010-2011
Buy the logs now
Tel 96224648 696320315
www.lenasparra.com

FORMER UK MARSHALLS
REGISTERED CONTRACTOR

All aspects of building work and
hard landscaping
Certificates & Portfolio availbale

678946301

For Rent
Aquilar
300m2 Covered retail space
plus 250 m2 outside
fenced area.
Multipurpose Use. Ideal for
workshops Rastro or Retail
outlet. ample parking
Ideally situated on the
outskirts of Xativa
600 euros per month
Tel 634153664

just before July 1 and
have to pay for them
after this date.
The law dictates that
the IVA rate which
applies is the one
valid at the time of
the purchase, but if
it is paid for in instalments or with one
month’s credit, the
new IVA rate applies.
Otherwise, technically, anything charged
after midnight on
June 30 now attracts
the new rate, meaning those who ate
out on Wednesday
night were in a rush
to finish their desserts and get the
bill before the clock
struck the witching
hour.
Utility bills will now
carry the increased
IVA rates, even where
they relate to energy
consumption prior to
July 1.
However, estimates

www.traderlotto.com
Tel 962728208 Calle los Sauces
10 Camp Lliria
Lliria. Jun 33 of the CV 35
www.magpies.es

Table top sale on July 17th, please ring
to book table. breakfast and bacon sarnies.

Sunday Lunch 7,95€ - Choice of Beef, Pork,
Chicken, Fresh Veg all the trimmings, Desert

or Budget Sunday Lunch 4,95€

Booking
Only

Felicity Haze July 31st
Table Tennis For Kids Quiz Night Every Fri
BIG SCREEN Outside for football
Open Thurs , Fri 3pm/ Late
Fri - Sat -11am- till Late. .Sun 11am -10pm

See our advert on page 3

Carboot Rastro
El Vergel Safari Park

Every Saturday
FANTASTIC LOCATION. 10 MINS
FROM OLIVA AND PEGO. OVER
100 STALLS
Public: 9.30 - 1.30
Stall Holders from 7.30

Call 630949816

www.myvalencianhome.com

Email: myvalencianhome@yahoo.co.uk

.com

foodstuffs, housing,
cultural
activities
such as films, theatre productions or
concerts, hotel and
catering establishments, and health or
social care.
The ‘super-reduced’
rate, the only one
not to increase, applies to staple foodstuffs such as bread,
fruit, eggs and milk,
school books and
medication.
And the general rate
applies to all other
products and services.
This said, many companies have chosen
to bear the IVA rise
themselves and not
increase their prices.
They include the Inditex clothing chain –
which includes Zara,
Bershka, Massimo
Dutti, Pull & Bear
and Oysho – and
Carrefour.

vinocamino.com
great wines, great prices

Increase your chances of winning a
share of Euromillions jackpot by

3.600%

given for goods or
services – such as
package holidays or
building works on a
house – will be paid
at the previous rate if
they were issued before July 1, provided
the IVA rate is stated
on them or included
in the price and this
is not broken down.
But if only the net
amount is quoted
and followed by ‘plus
IVA’, if this amount
is not stipulated, the
new rate will now apply.
If an estimate was
dated prior to July 1
and accepted by the
consumer, but the
delivery of the goods
or services was delayed until after then
through no fault of
the consumer’s own,
the previous IVA rate
applies.
‘Reduced rate’ IVA
applies to non-basic
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Buying and selling stuff at

expat insurance agency

LIVE MUSIC

Issue 141

IVA rise ‘set to cause confusion’
as well as hardship
FOLLOWING the increase in IVA (Thursday, July 1), consumer associations
are preparing themselves for a flood of
complaints.
They are putting together a guide as
to which goods and
services will have increased in price.
IVA comes in three
rates – reduced (formerly seven per cent);
‘super-reduced’ (four
per cent), and the
general rate of 16
per cent.
The reduced rate is
now eight per cent,
and the general rate
is now 18 per cent.
According to the
Spanish Consumers’
Union (UCE), as well
as having a negative impact on family
spending, could lead
to controversy when
users have bought
products or services

FREE!

Authorised Dealer

www.thetraderonline.es

FIREWOOD PARRA

Tel Gary 962728195

www.thetraderonline.es • Tel 902733622
Alicante
- Valencia - Castellon - Tarragona - Barcelona

Trader special offer!

Tel 977 426 419

Electricity rate rise postponed
PLANNED hikes in electricity rates due to
take effect this Thursday have been called
off through a unanimous agreement in the
central government.
Rates were set to rise by 7.5 per cent in
a bid to help reduce the country’s budget
deficit, potentially making electricity prohibitively expensive for the average householder. But both José Luis Rodríguez Zapatero’s
cabinet and the opposition party, the PP,
intend to meet and discuss the matter this
coming week. In the long term, they hope
to promote the use of ‘green’ energy sources, which would cost less as well as being
kinder to the environment.

Passport renewals could take
upto 2 months
WAITING lists for renewing expired identity
cards and passports are set to reach up to
two months this summer. For any Spanish
national whose ID card or passport has run
out, the earliest appointment they will be
able to get is August 23.
Many of them say they start queueing at
5.30am and still do not get seen, meaning
they have to return on another day. They
have to take a numbered ticket when they
reach the front of the queue, and then prepare for another long wait.
But once tickets run out, no further numbers are given. Literally hundreds of people
joining the queue before the sun is up say
the numbered tickets are all gone by the
time they get there. Some say a sign is put
up in the window saying there are no tickets
left as early as 6.30am.
This means many will be unable to go on
holiday this summer, since the earliest appointment they can get to renew their passport is the end of August, and even camping
night after night on the street in front of the
offices is no guarantee they will be attended
to.

BRI T I S H OPEN ALL YEAR
OWNED C AMPING
BAR
R E S TAU R A N T

OP E N T O
PUBLIC

FISH AND
CHIPS,
PITCHES FROM 2000€ A YEAR INDIAN
CTRA.N-340 KM.1046 NIGHTS,
12580 BENICARLO
KARAOKE
CASTELLON
etc...
Tel 964470871
www.campingalegria.com
info@campingalegria.com

Tel 962 728 066, Mobile 637 185 746. Spanish: 663 562 877 .

Ref 4024, in Villar del Arzobispo, Three spacious bedrooms, one Lounge, one big Kitchen, new
fitted in bathroom, Terrace, Pool. Full solar system & generator, Big water Deposit.Beautiful
views, ready to move in. 2772 plot, 105m2 Living Space. .............................Price 99,950€
Ref 4069, in Casinos .Two bedrooms , one Bathroom, Lounge with fireplace, Kitchen, Paellero,
Garage. Easy to fit a swimming pool in. Solar system and generator backup, and very large
water deposit. Plot size is 2,286m2, Living space 85m2. ...............
Price: 89,000€
Ref 3968, in Pedralba. Fully modernized, ready to move in villa. 3 double bedrooms, Kitchen ,
Lounge, 1 bathroom, terrace. 2500m2 plot and 110 m2 living space. Mains water, full solar
system & generator electric...................................................................... Price: 89,000euros
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Was Derrick Bird’s 13th
Victim Truth?
Mike Walsh

Breaking news stories in which a deranged killer
is on the loose and adding victims by the minute
have become depressingly commonplace. Remember that word. It may provide a clue as to
why these tragedies, a modern phenomena are
now commonplace.
After the usual psychobabble mantras have
died down and life returns to what we think of
as normal, we know similar tragedies will happen again and again. They never used to; except
in war zones where passions run high. They certainly never happened in idyllic worldwide locations each depicting scenic charm.
The knee-jerk reaction is to blame the gun; an
answer that isn’t too intellectually demanding. It
ignores the fact that there is no connection between tough or lax gun control and unaccountable acts of mass murder.
Was Derrick Bird the First Victim?
If I were a detective seeking a motive for Derrick
Bird’s killing binge in Cumbria, I would spend as
much time rifling through his bathroom cabinet
as I would sifting through family wills and tax
declaration forms.
Everyone has those kinds of issues and deals
with them. The problems confronting mass-murderer Derrick Bird were minor compared with
tragedies affecting the lives of many others who
do not go on crazed shooting sprees.
The media pundits, cops and psychologists debate possible explanations as to why a normal
cab driver should turn into a glassy-eyed killer.
They need their heads examined?
The Killers in the Bathroom Cabinet
Other candidates for the psychiatrist’s couch
are the pharmaceutical giants and coerced doctors who routinely prescribe anti-depressants as
magic bullets for ‘stressed out’ individuals. This
is as irresponsible as dishing out antibiotics for
the common cold.
The following have much in common: Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold (Columbine massacre),
Patrick Purdy (Cleveland School Massacre),
Thomas McIlvane (shot nine postal worker); Jeff
Weise (Red Lake High School Massacre), Ted
Kaczynski, Michael McDermott, Kip Kinkel, John
Hinckley, who gunned down President Reagan.
Seung-Hui Cho went on the rampage, killing
33 and wounding two dozen students. Joseph
Wesbecker killed eight and wounded twelve before taking his own life. Then there’s Dunblane,
Hungerford and now Cumbria. There’s many
more but I am spaced out.
Unhinged Killers on ‘Medication’
They led mostly ordinary lives before morphing
into robotic unhinged killers. Witnesses say the
killers wore vacant expressions; as though they
were possessed. Most if not all were described
as being ‘depressed’ and on ‘medication’. This
included Prozac, Ritalin, Wellbutrin.
Solvay Pharmaceuticals Inc. makes antidepressant Luvox used to treat depression. The company has a lawsuit filed against it which alleges
it failed to inform Eric Harris’s doctor of the
drug’s side effects.
All drugs have side effects; the pharmaceuticals
are on a learning curve. Remember Thalidomide? Neither drug companies nor governments
and their watchdogs could survive another scandal like that so don’t go there.
4,000 Dead so Far
It isn’t just a profit-driven reason for ignoring
the evidence. The thinking behind it is; if these
potentially lethal and highly questionable methods of mass thought control ‘benefit’ x-number
of people by altering their psychosis, then the
occasional aberration is acceptable (for the
greater good). If that strikes you as Orwellian,
live with it.
Killing sprees have struck Columbine, Hungerford, Dunblane, throughout the U.S. and Europe;
Finland, Germany, Switzerland and elsewhere.
They make the headlines because of the high
number of fatalities but throughout the developed world, horrific crimes by inexplicably
deranged individuals are committed daily: As I
write there are just fewer than 4,000 cruel and
vicious crimes recorded in which anti-depressants are depressingly thought to be a possible
factor.
Because there are fewer fatalities only the local
Press see fit to report them; bigger stories push
them off the TV channels. The fingerprints of the
pharmaceutical conglomerates are all over the
evidence. The real crime is they are too big to
take on. The killers are the victims too, of mass
thought control and experimentation.

www.michaelwalsh.es

advertise@thetraderonline.es •
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Sterling stays firm as Fabio’s men slump

T

owards the end
of last week concerns over debt crept
back into the market
psyche. It marked a
disappointing end
to the week which
started so positively
in response to China’s de-pegging of
the CNY. The good
news didn’t last as it
became evident that
there was still plenty
of two-way risk on
the CNY. Other key
events were a new
PM in Australia,
who faces a difficult start in office
over the contentious
new mining tax and
the G20 summit in
Canada which took
place yesterday.

The US Assembly
confirmed a major
regulatory
reform
bill towards the end
of the week and
markets, especially
financial stocks, reacted positively as
the bill appeared
to give some support to banks and

was not as brutal as
feared. However, equity market drive has
clearly faded against
the background of
new growth concerns including developing evidence of
a double-dip in the
US housing market
in addition to fresh
worries about the
European banking
sector. In line with
the bearish news,
US Q1 GDP was accordingly
revised
lower once again, to
a 2.7% annualised
rate of growth.
Recent US data has
managed to hold
back the USD, suggesting that cyclical
factors and not just
risk aversion are beginning to play into
foreign
exchange
markets. This can
be seen with Cable
breaking
through
the key 1.50 level
and even the flagging Euro is reaching
nearly 1.24 against
the greenback at

the time of writing.
Cable has found
further support with
talk in the market
that a UK clearer
needs to buy cable
today for dividend
payment purposes.
The effect is not likely to be excessively
large, however it
may well be helping
underpin the pairing
in recent trade.
Sunday saw the biggest non event after
a certain football
match with the G20
summit which like
England, the communiqué failed to
get a grip on challenges that face
them. Maybe a little harsh as they
agreed new targets
for reducing deficits
and sovereign debt,
however questions
regarding tougher
capital and liquidity requirements for
banks were delayed
until
November’s
summit in Seoul,
providing
leaders

with time to work
out their individual
differences.
All in all, economic
data this week is
unlikely to lessen
growth
concerns,
with Euro zone, US
and UK consumer
and manufacturing
confidence indicators likely to post
declines due to a
host of factors. The
data will suggest a
slowing in growth
momentum following Q2 2010, in the
short term turning
lower, albeit gradually. Whilst a double-dip
scenario
still seems doubtful there can be no
doubt that austerity
measures and the
weakening of fiscal
stimulus measures
are starting to weigh
heavily on global
growth prospects.
report
Ryan

by

don’t get squeezed by the
banks on exchange

Philip

Hatched, matched and
dispatched numbers fall
SPAIN’S birth rate fell by five per cent last
year – the first time it has dropped in a
decade.
Although the country historically has one
of the lowest birth-rates in the westen
world, it has been gradually rising since
the millennium.
However, the average number of children
per female inhabitant of childbearing
age was 1.4 last year, compared to 1.46
in 2008.
But the death-rate also fell, this time by
0.7 per cent, making an average of 8.35
deaths per 1,000 inhabitants.
Marriage statistics were also down by
10.8 per cent last year, although in over
a fifth of weddings celebrated, either one
or both of the couple was a foreigner.
The falling birth-rate means Spain’s
‘natural’ population growth reduced last
year, its figures only being kept up by foreigners moving in.
Although non-Spanish residents make up
12 per cent of the country’s population,
they also accounted for 2.75 per cent of
deaths in 2009.
And among expatriates who died last
year, 70 per cent were EU citizens, mostly British or German and elderly.
The birth and marriage rate fall could be
attributed to the recession, since couples
may put off starting a family until they
are in stable employment, and the cost
of a wedding ceremony being prohibitive
to couples who are out of work.

expat insurance agency

See our advert on page 3
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Fewer new homes More millionaires – in spite of the Spanish government
built this year
credit crunch
denies compensation
THE number of homes being built from
MILLIONAIRES in Spain rich people in Spain was wealth.
scratch fell by 34 per cent across Spain
to airlines affected
increased in number last lower than the worldwide According to the survey,
in the first quarter of this year, accordyear – despite the reces- figure, it was consistent investors are more cauing to the ministry of housing.
by ash cloud
sion, says a study by Mer- with the European aver- tious at present due to the
They say just 31,198 houses were
started, compared to 46,800 in the last
quarter of 2009.
The majority of homes that developers
began to build at the beginning of this
year were destined for private buyers
– 17,876 per cent – and the remainder
were council-subsidised houses and
flats aimed at young first-time buyers
and those on low incomes.
And the number of homes being built
that were finished in the first quarter of
2010 fell by 29 per cent to 73,684.
Most of the homes that were started
– a total of 60.9 per cent – were found
in Catalunya, Andalucía, Castilla-La
Mancha and the Canary Islands, in that
order.
Those that were finished by April this
year were mainly found in Andalucía,
the Comunidad Valenciana, Castilla-La
Mancha, Catalunya and Galicia – these
regions totalling 55.9 per cent.

rill Lynch Wealth Management and Capgemini.
Private individuals with
capital exceeding one million US dollars (800,000
euros), not including their
first residence, vehicles or
consumer goods, reached
143,000 in 2009, representing a rise of 12.5 per
cent.
This means that, although
the rise in the number of

age for the year.
Wealthy people rose in
percentage by over half in
the USA, Japan and Germany, says the study.
Millionaire numbers went
up y 53.5 per cent in these
three countries.
The world total was an
increase of 17.1 per cent
in the number of well-off
people, and an increase
of 18.9 per cent of their

From Alicante to Valencia in less than an hour and a half
THE long-awaited train line from Valencia to Alicante via the coast will link the two provincial
capitals in less than an hour and a half, according to the regional minister for infrastructure,
Mario Flores. Although the plans have been approved, there is no concrete date as to when
work will start – earlier this year, the government said it could be 12 years before building begins. The trip from Valencia to Dénia, via Oliva and Gandia, would take 49 minutes, and from
Dénia to Alicante, 38 minutes.At present, the ‘mini-train’ from Dénia to Alicante takes twoand-a-quarter hours, and there is no rail connection from Dénia to Valencia or from Gandia to
Alicante. Oliva, situated between Dénia and Gandia, has no rail transport whatsoever. Plans
include direct links from Benidorm to Madrid, and trains running right up to Alicante airport.
Flores says he will ‘not allow’ the central government to put off the plans any longer, nor to
allow state funding cuts aimed at reducing Spain’s deficit to interfere with the rail project.

ETA makes hoax bomb
alert during Grand
Picasso painting
Prix week
A BOMB alert in Valencia during the
auctioned for 42
Formula One Grand Prix week turned
out to be a hoax, police confirm.
million at Christie’s
A call was made to the Basque newspaper Gara in the name of ETA – the
separatist terrorists’ usual practice – to
warn that explosives were due to go off
in four parts of the city, including three
roads and the Madrid railway line.
But police spent two hours combing all
the areas mentioned and say they did
not find any trace of incendiary devices.
According to the caller, the bombs had
been planted on the main V-30 road
into the city, the CV-35 Llíria-Manises
road, and the railway line from which
the Madrid train leaves.
The call was signed off with a cry of,
“Gora Euskadi Askatuta!” which means
‘long live the free Basque Country’.

recession, and are more
likely to place their funds
outside their country of
residence.
Expenditure on collectibles such as works of art,
wine and classic cars has
increased, but there has
been less spending on
luxury consumer goods in
the past two years.

AN early Picasso painting has just netted
a whopping 42.1 million euros at Christie’s auction in London.
The painting, The absinthe drinker, was
produced during the time known as Pablo Picasso’s ‘blue period’ – between
1901 and 1904 – when his works were
predominantly in the colour blue and at
a stage in his life when the artist was suffering from depression due to the suicide
of a close friend.
It was sold during a modern art auction
which included works by Monet, Renoir,
Matisse, Magritte, Rodin and Kandinsky.
The money will be donated to the Andrew
Lloyd Webber Foundation, which bought
the painting in 1995 from the Stralem
Collection.

PRIVATE
PROPERTY
SALES

www.thespanishpropertyshop.com
Buy direct from the owner.

SPAIN’S government has declared that
it will not provide any compensation for
airlines that lost business due to the
volcanic ash cloud that led to a blanket
flight cancellation in April.
Minister for public works, José Blanco,
said many package travel companies
were able to offset their losses caused
by flights being grounded after the eruption of Iceland’s Eyjafjällajøkull volcano,
because hotel occupancy increased as
a result of passengers being stranded.
Blanco was due to discuss the matter
yesterday with the Council of European
Transport Ministers.
Estimated losses to air companies
across Europe following the volcanic
eruption are around 42 million euros.
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www.authoriseddealerspain.com

Tel 902733633

expat insurance agency
In your area, close to you
Over 20 years of insurance experience
Friendly and professional service
Competitive and special rates
Excellent products
Our products ( available in English, German, Dutch, Spanish)

Motorcar or Motorcycles
(Spanish & UK plated, maximum NCB )

Building and household protection
(all risk cover, accidental damages, etc)

•
•
•
•
•

Life Insurance
Golfers
Pet Plan
Shop/Office insurance
Pension Plans

•
•
•
•
•

Travel policy
Health cover
Civil liability
Pleasure boats
Mortgage Protection

Quick quotes without obligation

www.traderlotto.com

Call us for professional advise:
Karen: 667.054.853 (south)
Manuela: 687.798.572 (north)
Or send us an email: info.expatinsure@gmail.com
We will be pleased to assist you in English, German or Spanish
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Specialist Insurers for the
Expatriate Community

Catalunya

Insurance Services

advertise@thetraderonline.es •

Road and rail overhaul for the
Vall d’Albaida

For all your insurance needs under one roof.
All types of Motor insurance
Buildings and Contents – Private and Commercial
Travel, Pet, Marine & Funeral Plans
Life Assurance, Pensions, Loan Protection,
Accident and Health Insurance
For your free quote at competitive prices
Call us now 977493607/977 457017
www.catalunyainsuranceservices.com
Email:sales@catalunyainsuranceservices.com

Car repairs on all Makes and Models
Revision - Brakes Oil Leaks - Tracking
- Shock asorbers . Replacement Batteries - Tinted glass - Car Music System
Second Hand Cars for sale.
Translation Machine, if you don’t
speak Spanish. We have many
satisfied English Customers.
Av. Caballer Ximen De Tovia, 13- Xativa On
the main road along from the Train Station

Ontinyent Rastro
Open Wed, Fri, Sat, Sun 10am - 2pm

Find us on the industrial estate, behind
the old Eroski opposite Mcdonalds

English Shop Full English Breakfast
Cafeteria
4,15 €
Books Cards Spanish les
sons Fridays
Furniture,
10.30 - 12.30 5€
Clothes
11.00-12.00
Mobile phones
Hairdresser
Gold to buy and sell
and much
Every Sun 11.00-1.00.
more
Outside Spaces Available weather permitting
Legal advice centre, (wills Spanish &
English) Last sunday of every month

Please Contact: Sue 669339248
or Gill 696709886

A MAJOR trunk road is set
to be built across the Vall
d’Albaida, linking its two
main towns.
The road will run from Albaida to Ontinyent along
the Clariano river, linking
up Aielo de Malferit and
Bocairent.
New industrial estates
will be built alongside it,
making it a type of ‘com-

mercial boulevard’ which
is hoped to give the area
an economic boost and
create more jobs.
Public transport will also
be improved and increased to help make the
towns more accessible
from elsewhere in the region.
Along with the new trunk
road, regional government

funds are to be invested
in giving the Xàtiva-Ontinyent-Alcoi rail-link a major
overhaul including widening the platforms, increasing track size and running more frequent trains
which will link up to the
high-speed inter-regional
line that starts in Valencia.

Police take DNA samples from 100 residents of village
where woman raped and murdered
GUARDIA Civil officers have taken
DNA samples from
100 residents in
Pedralba in a bid
to solve the yearlong mystery of
who raped and
murdered 55-yearold Mari Carmen
Ortiz.
The brutal attack
on the woman in
her own home
rocked the village of just 2,800
inhabitants, and
many now say they

cross the road if
they see a stranger
on the pavement.
Others say they are
frightened to leave
their homes.
Police believe that
the killer knew his
victim, was aware
she lived alone,
and that he could
be residing in Pedralba.
Anyone who may
have had cause to
go near her home
– including family
members, friends,

July 2010
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acquaintances,
tenants and even
builders have been
called forward to
give a saliva sample.
Some
of
her
friends and family
say they did so willingly because ‘we
all have to cooperate if the crime is
to be solved’.
Mari Carmen was
said to have been
brutally raped before being beaten
to death in her

house a year ago.
Her naked body
was found badly
bruised and battered, and blood
was splattered up
the walls.
To date, nobody
has been arrested
and there are no
suspects in connection with her
death.
Officers have not
ruled out any possible motive for the
killing.

Gandia throws out 68
foreigners for committing
crimes A WHOPPING 68 foreigners living

in Gandia have been extradited in just six
months for criminal behaviour, reveals mayor
José Manuel Orengo.
Problems with squatting, vandalism and serious noise nuisance in rented apartments,
and street-drinking are among the offences
that could lead to non-EU citizens being
thrown out of town, says Orengo.
But many of those deported were found to
have been involved in some of the most dangerous mafia organisations in Europe.
“Immigrants who come to Gandia to work and
live in harmony with everyone else are welcomed with open arms and full support, but
those who commit crimes cannot stay,” the
mayor stated this week.
He said immigrants who commit crimes will
be immediately expelled from the town and
normally, following the relevant legal processes, would face extradition to their country
of origin.
But Orengo says that thanks to the sterling
efforts of the Local and National Police and
the Guardia Civil, the crime rate has fallen in
Gandia by four per cent in the first half of this
year. This is the fifth consecutive year that
crime has reduced in the town.

Blue flags handed out to
best beaches
BEACHES in the Comunidad Valenciana have
netted a total of 108 European blue flag
awards this year alone.
The prestigious prize is given annually to the
beaches that offer the best services and facilities and stand out for their cleanliness and
safety.
During a presentation last week in Dénia’s
Hotel Los Ángeles, regional president Francisco Camps gave out blue flags to 96 beaches in the provinces of Castellón, Alicante and
Valencia, and 12 ports and marinas.
In Dénia, the Les Bovetes and Marineta Casiana beaches have been given blue flags, as
has the yacht club.
Also, the Granadella, La Grava and Arenal
beaches in Jávea have received the award,
as well as the La Fossa, El Cantal Roig and
L’Arenal-Bol beaches in Calpe.
Further down the coast, Benissa’s La Fustera
and Les Bassetes, and Teulada-Moraira’s El
Portet, L’Ampolla and Les Platgetes beaches
have snapped up blue flags.
In the Marina Alta alone, 15 blue flags have
been given out.

Inland Car Boot
Sale / Rastro
Every Saturday and Sunday
Now Open
Large ﬂat shady pitches.
Licensed Bar / Food
Undercover seating area
Situated in Gaianes on cv750
from Muro de Alcoy

For stall enquiries
please phone
Jean 965515557 English
Kelly 650158177 Spanish

DON’T CHUCK.............. IT SELL IT!
Having a clear out, Looking for furniture
Buying or Selling visit
www.thewarehousespain.com

We are currently recruiting English language
teachers to staff our expansion program in the
“Alcoia i Comptat” area.
Applicants will need to be self motivated,
confident,bright and enthusiastic and with a
knowledge of English grammar.
Ideally the successful applicants will have
T.E.F.L. qualifications.

These are full/part time career opportunities
with contracts.
“Capital Languages” is a well established
successful company built on its reputation
for excellence.
If you think you have the attributes we are
looking for and will be an asset to our team.
Telephone Gina on 966 516 516.

Special Offer
1st month FREE*
*Max 5 Adverts per person
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Woman who murdered
daughter’s rapist could
have sentence halved
A WOMAN who threw petrol over her
daughter’s rapist and set him alight has
had her prison sentenced halved on the
grounds of diminished responsibility.
Mari Carmen García Espinosa was jailed
over the attack in 2005, when Antonio
Cosme Velasco Soriano was out of prison on weekend leave and provoked her
in a bar in Benejúzar, where his victim
and her family live.
Velasco was sentenced in 1998 to seven years for the rape of Verónica, then
13.
And in 2005, his victim saw him in her
father’s local bar and warned her mother.
He was said to be hanging round in the
bus stop outside the bar, where Verónica caught her bus every morning.
Upon seeing Mari Carmen, Velasco
asked her, sarcastically, how her daughter was, and said, “do you remember
me?”
He told her he would make sure she
never forgot him.
Mari Carmen, who had been on antidepressants and receiving psychiatric
treatment since her daughter’s attack,
returned home and fetched a bottle of
petrol, which she then poured over the
rapist and set him on fire.
She said she had not intended to actually set light to him or to kill him, merely
to frighten him into never returning to
Benejúzar.
Velasco did not live in the town and had
no reason to be there, said the victim’s
mother.
He was taken to La Fe hospital in Valencia with 60 per cent burns, and died 10
days later at the age of 69.
After the attack, Mari Carmen is said
to have fled and been found wandering
around Alicante port in a ‘completely
disoriented state’.
She has been out on probation since
June 2006, and has been ordered to
undergo psychiatric treatment.
The initial sentence was fixed at nineand-a-half years, since the prosecution
said the accused was aware of the nature and quality of her actions.
But the mitigation of diminished responsibility means it could be cut to
five-and-a-half years, of which she has
already served 12 months before her
lawyer was able to agree to her being
let out on probation.

www.thetraderonline.es
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Tel 902733622
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Nobody brought to justice over 330 of ETA’s
suspected terrorist attacks

More tax hikes ‘cannot be
ruled out’

NEARLY half the
terrorist
attacks
believed to have
been committed by
Basque separatist
cell ETA have been
left unpunished in
their 51-year history, according to
the Foundation for
Victims of Terrorism.
These
extremists have carried
out around 800
bombings in half a
century, but in the
case of some 330
of these, nobody
has been brought

FURTHER tax hikes could be on the
cards when next year’s annual budget
is announced, warns minister for the
economy and sub-vice president Elena
Salgado.
Spain has been forced to take measures to cut its state deficit to six per
cent by the end of 2011, which means
pension funds, state benefits and public sector workers’ wages are already
set to be sliced.
Also, IVA went up from 16 to 18 per
cent, and from seven to eight per cent
on reduced-rate goods and services, as
at yesterday.
Salgado – who was the driving force behind the 2006 anti-smoking law when
she was minister for health – said each
of Spain’s autonomously-governed regions ‘must take responsibility’ for reducing the state’s deficit.
Although tax reductions and increases
come from the central government,
each of Spain’s 17 regions have a
certain level of independence when it
comes to financial matters.
But Salgado says this independence
‘should go hand in hand’ with the regions’ responsibility for their decisions.
“If a regional president chooses to
increase taxes, he or she is accountable to that region’s citizens, and will
be judged by the public on their decisions,” she said.

to justice.
And there could
be more, because
the Foundation did
not count the 72
attacks that took
place prior to the
Amnesty Law of
1977, when the
bombings
were
‘re-clocked’
and
counted
again
from scratch.
In most cases, the
attacks have been
left
unpunished
because the exact
culprits have not
been identified, or
there is not suffi-

Comunidad
Valenciana ‘most
racist region’
THE Comunidad Valenciana
has the highest level of racism and xenophobia in the
whole of Spain, reveals a
report by the Movement
Against Intolerance.
In the last year, 79 cases of
racial violence, incitement or
other anti-foreigner behaviour were reported – more
than anywhere else in the
country.

cient proof to convict them.
And Article 132.2
of the Spanish Penal Code states
that if the author
of a murder has
not been found
and proven guilty
within 20 years, no
further action can
be taken.
The
Foundation
for the Victims of
Terrorism revealed
that
between
1978 – the year
when the Amnesty
Law first came into
force – and 1990,

According to the Movement
Against Intolerance, the recession is partly to blame for
rocketing racism levels.
Unemployed Spaniards are
campaigning for jobs to
be given to natives before
foreigners are even considered, with slogans painted
on walls and buildings to the
effect of ‘Spanish people
first, the others second’.
It means there has been an
upsurge in extreme rightwing thinking and even
fascism and neo-Nazism,
particularly in the worst-hit
areas in terms of unemploy-

X-Factor finalist

LIVE

Every
Friday
21:30

July & August
www.campingalegria.com
info@campingalegria.com

CTRA.N-340 KM.1046
12580 BENICARLO
Tel 964470871
CASTELLON

The Trader
Selective Advertising Pays
Fully Licensed
Construction company
Undertaking all aspects
of building works.
A Proffesional service
from start to finish
Business for sale. First class supermarket and internet cafe. Ideal
for a couple to run. For sale due to
owners retirement. To include all
stock. 60,000 euros.
Ground floor 3 bed. apartment
with private courtyard. Furnished.
79,000 euros
Oliva 4th floor apartment, no lift,
large with 4 beds. 69,000 euros.
Monte Pego, Spectacular views,
reformed apartment, 95,000 euros.
Oliva beach, 2 bed. ground floor
apartment with parking. 91,000 e
Bella Vista, 3 bed villa with pool. Needs
TLC. but great bargain. 176,000 euros.

ASSA for health care and funeral expenses

before which any
unsolved murders
cannot be tried
– a total of 562
people were killed
in terrorist attacks
believed to have
been perpetrated
by ETA.
The high court is
currently looking
into all unsolved
bombings thought
to be the work of
the Basque fundamentalists in an
attempt to identify
and localise those
responsible.

ment among those regions
with the highest population
of foreigners.
Of the 79 reported cases, six
included race-related murder.
In fact, the movement believes the true figures of incidences of racism could be
as high as 3,000 in the past
year, since many foreigners
may not report an attack

and those occurrences
that are not technically
criminal offences may
never be heard about.

If You have a local Interest story Club
Group or Charity Event
Tel 902733622

Beneficial Pre-paid
Funeral
Plans
Provided by Golden Leaves
a name you can trust!

BENEFICIAL
INSURANCE SERVICE
SPAIN

The Spanish way of funerals can often lead
to misunderstanding and leave people
confused at a time of distress, particularly
when your family and friends are a long way
from home. Will they know what to do, who
to call? Planning ahead and making provisions for your funeral will save the trauma
of knowing who they can turn to and by
planning ahead you can organize and arrange things according to your wishes.
Our secure, dignified and personal service
will give you peace
of mind in the knowledge that your funds
are backed by our
guarantee of trust.

Telephone: 965791222
Mobile: 625 470 765
info@beneficialspain.com
www.beneficialspain.com

Inflation Proof
Funeral Plans bought
at Today´s Prices will
Save you Money

Golden Leaves Funeral Plans are NOT an insurance policy
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Your Horoscope for the month of July
bY

Annabel Burton
Astrologer
july for Aries

With the Sun in your chart area of domestic bliss, you have something of a nesting instinct at the moment, and consequently you are looking to create the perfect cosy space to view the
world from. This is necessary since there are other major changes going on in your life at the moment, and
at times of change there is a combination of fear and excitement. You know that you have to follow through
and be positive as there is a reason for everything. After the 23rd life is much more in your favour and you
can see what an impression you are making! Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

july for Taurus While you can stand back and see the amazing situations that are going on
around you, you feel that someone needs to take note and tell the stories later. This could be you. Gather
information, knowledge and wisdom throughout July and make the most of opportunities to travel both for
business and pleasure. Some Taurus people could be going on courses to increases chances of employment and self employment. Shift is happening and you are part of it. But you add a stabilizing factor to the
extremes of experience for everyone. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
july for Gemini At the start of the month, you need to reconcile the differences concerning your
finances. New employment opportunities are likely, or more accurately, additional opportunities. There is
not much let up as the pace is frantic and and eclipse in this part of your chart can shift your circumstances
somewhat. Still, you love a challenge and feel particularly switched on this month. It’s back to scattering
yourself to thin again and you need to focus. Only you can make the decision about how exactly to do this.
Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
july for Cancer This time of year is when you feel most empowered and energized as the Sun
is in your sign, at least until the 23rd. Mercury is here as well, giving you the ability to assimilate a mine of
information as well as creating the circumstances for some hard core networking and socializing. This is
not the time to be a shrinking violet! Be aware of important changes going on at work which you may or may
not welcome, but it’s vital to adopt and see this as a stepping stone to somewhere you hadn’t considered
before. Make a note of the 11th as a kind of turning point. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
july for Leo Venus is powerfully placed in your sign at the start of this month, and brings to you
people and experiences that are pleasurable and fun. Romance is on the agenda too, whether you are single or otherwise, since this can reinvigorate what was becoming a little jaded. But there are other important
influences too, particularly around your ideas and thoughts for travel and exploration. The adventurous
spirit that inspires you may make you a little dissatisfied with your lot, and you seek other opportunities
that may take you out of your comfort zone. Wait till after the 23rd for important decisions. Find out more
www.AnnabelBurton.tv
july for Virgo Although Saturn is back briefly in your sign again, this is not going to stop you or
hinder you in any way. mars here ensures that you have the power and energy to push forward and be assertive as necessary which you fine you have to be currently. It’s not that you are going against the flow, but
you do feel you are being tested at times. Around the 11th, there are important developments regarding an
organization that you are involved in and there could be something in it for you. In the last week, find some
space for a little bit of rest and relaxation. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
july for Libra Later this month, Saturn enters your sign again and you have learned lessons from

the past, and now you are ready to put them into practice. In a professional sense, July is full of promise
and hope and you are able to make the most of this particularly after the 10th, when Venus moves into
Virgo. At this point, you are influential in an understated way and your creativity and imagination are enhanced. Use this time for preparation and for developing ideas. A change and challenge regarding your
relationship can upset the apple cart but bring deeper understanding if you ride the storm. Find out more
www.AnnabelBurton.tv

july for Scorpio An important eclipse occurs in your chart area of long term relationships
around the 11th. Whether you have been building up to this point and see this as a final chapter to what
you have experienced before depends on where you are now. For some, it can bring about a fated meeting
of minds and hearts. Meanwhile, you could be offered something completely different on the work front,
and you are okay with the idea of using a bad situation to create the beginnings of something fantastic. Not
many people can take to this like you can. Play to your strengths. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
july for Sagittarius Your ruler, Jupiter, turns retrograde this month and even though you may
have experienced the power and upheaval of the links between this planet and Uranus, still you can now
have something of a respite. As it is, you are driven by discovering what is best for you and yours in the face
of life changing events. Indeed, you may be considering following your heart at the expense of your finances
for a once in a lifetime experience. This can cause a stir and there will be those who urge you to play safe.
But you have other ideas!. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
july for Capricorn If you are in a relationship, what you and your other half decide this month
can set the tone for several months to come. Unusual circumstances require a leap of faith and you are
not the kind of person that will stay down if you’re knocked down. This is one of those times, that, whatever happens, you can see that not everything can be planned for and as such it’s time to accept what
is. By doing this, you will see that in time you wouldn’t have chosen it any other way. Meanwhile, this can
be a fabulously romantic time and deepen what you already have with a loved one. Find out more www.
AnnabelBurton.tv
july for Aquarius

When the forces of erratic Uranus combine with might Jupiter in the fiery
sign of Aries, then this is one of those times where powerful change is something that you need to adapt
to and use all your inventive skills to turn the situation you are in to your advantage. You actually feel more
confident and sure of yourself as you can combine new ideas with old ways of developing them. You will
need to do plenty of research and talk to those who have knowledge that you seek, but you are enjoying the
journey and the people you meet on the way. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

july for Pisces This month is harmonious for you since the position of the Sun is illuminating your
chart area of enjoyment, creativity and pleasure, and to a certain extent, risk taking. Allow your curiosity to
open doors and take you to new places that are so far undiscovered. Enjoy an experience for the first time
and try something new without the fear of failure and looking stupid. Master a craft which is new to you. All
these things are possible this month which restores your enthusiasm and joy. Others benefit form the new
radiant you. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
© Copyright 21st Century, Annabel Burton web
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God’s Football Team -v- Devil’s Team
God, and the devil were each having a holiday in hyper-space. The
topic of conversation turned to who
could turn out the best football
team. Much to the God’s surprise
the devil proposed a football match
to settle their dispute.
As God was leaving he said to the
devil, ‘Don’t you realise that all the
‘good’ players go to heaven?”
The devil, smiling, responded “Yeah,
but we’ve got all the refs!”

What’s the difference between the England team and a tea bag? The tea bag
stays in the cup longer.
Fabio Capello was wheeling his shopping
trolley across the supermarket car park
when he noticed an old lady struggling
with her bags of shopping. He stopped
and asked, “Can you manage dear?” To
which the old lady replied, “No way. You
got yourself into this mess, don’t ask me
to sort it out!”
What do you call an Englishman in the
knockout stages of the World Cup? A
referee.
Three hours of football and Robert
Green is still England’s top scorer.
Apparently that fan had no trouble
slipping into the England dressing room
– Robert Green was guarding the door.
The England team went out to visit an
orphanage in Cape Town on Saturday
morning. “It’s good to put a smile on the
faces of people with no hope, constantly
struggling and facing the impossible,”
said Jamal Umboto, aged 6.

Robert Green Jokes After
England’s First World Cup Game
In a previous life Robert Green was
a bus driver. However, Will and Guy
heard that he was sacked because
he didn’t make any stops.
The England squad had a get-together after the USA game and bought
Robert Green a drink to commiserate. He spilled it.
At least that’s one British spillage
the Americans won’t be moaning
about...
John Terry said: “The whole defence
is behind Rob Green.” With hindsight,
that’s a good place to stand.
My computer’s been infected by the
Robert Green virus. Now I can’t
save anything.
Why is Robert Green like ITV High
Definition? They both switch off at
the crucial moment.
These Rob Green jokes are getting
out of hand... In fact they’re crossing the line

One afternoon a Scotsman was riding in his limousine when he saw two men along the
roadside eating grass. Disturbed, he ordered his driver to stop and he got out to investigate.
He asked one man, “Why are you eating grass?” “We don’t have any money for food,” the
poor man replied. “We have to eat grass.” “Well, then, you can come with me to my house
and I’ll feed you,” the Scotsman said. “But sir, I have a wife and two children with me.
They are over there, under that tree.” “Bring them along,” the Scotsman replied. Turning
to the other poor man he stated, “You come with us, also.” The second man, in a pitiful
voice, then said, “But sir, I also have a wife and SIX children with me!” “Bring them all, as
well,” the Scotsman answered. They all entered the car, which was no easy task, even for
a car as large as the limousine was. Once under way, one of the poor fellows turned to
the Scotsman and said, “Sir, you are too kind.. Thank you for taking all of us with you.”
The Scotsman replied, “Glad to do it. “You’ll really love my place. “The grass is almost a
foot high”

Send your favourite Funnies to jokes@inlandtrader.net
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GARDENING HINTS AND TIPS

GETTING THE MOST FROM SUMMER DISPLAYS
planting anything.
2. Select plants suitable for
the current micro climate of
your garden or terraces
recognising that their can
be summer gales and salt
sprays on the coast, strong
winds on the top of cliffs and
inland hills and hail storms
inland.
3. Buy plants with just a few
buds yet open. Ensure you
and not the garden centre
have the benefit of the plants
when at there best.
4. Don’t co-plant thirsty and
drought resistant plants to
avoid pest and fungal problems.
5. Recognise that as many
plants die as a result of over
watering as under watering.
6. Install blinds or awnings
on open and covered terraces unless you only intend to
plant succulents and cacti to
protect plants from the hottest hours of the day.
7. Water in the evening as the
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Having a clear out
Looking for furniture
Buying or Selling
Visit

By Clodagh and Dick Handscombe. Holistic gardeners and authors
living in Spain for 25 years.

Villa gardens and apartment
terraces should be at their
best at this time of year but
unfortunately it takes many
newcomers to Spain several
– even many – expensive
years to get it right . The challenge is of coarse to understand the major differences
between the Spanish climate,
plants, soils and composts
and those previously experienced in northern Europe.
We like everyone else made
mistakes in our early years
and in moving at one stage
from the coast to an inland
valley and have since shared
our accumulated ideas and
experiences with others in
our articles talks and books.
At a recent talk we were
asked what were the most
important things.
We chose to highlight seven
things.
1. Improve garden soils and
mix good composts for raised
beds and containers before

Tel 902733622

sun goes down.
Have some great colourful
and perfumed displays this
summer.

www.thewarehousespain.com
Their latest quartet of books published by Santana Books will be
available from ….in Alcossebre
from the 9th July. If you live elsewhere they can be obtained via
book shops or by mail order from
www.santanabooks.com or via
952 485838.

© Clodagh and Dick Handscombe June 2010.

BOOK LAUNCH SPECIAL TALKS AND BOOK SIGNINGS
1. Tuesday 6th July Riba Roja at the Ebro Valley Angling, 6 Iglesia by the church at 15.00. Contact Mary for more details on 675224913
2.Friday 9th July Centro Comercial Alcossebre. 10.30 to 13.30.

Register and receive a monthly update
of new Stock and products. And be
the first to know about the not to be
missed bargains.

Register for FREE

30% DISCOUNT ON YOUR
HOLIDAY RENTAL IN ALCOCEBRE
HOLIDAYS IN ALCOCEBRE
Excellent apartment first line
APARTMENTS FOR 2-4 PEOPLE
4-6 PEOPLE
6-8 PEOPLE

See Dates for Discounts

VISIT OUR WEB

www.basalco.com

Interested in selling your stuff ?
Private or Business, You can sell YOUR
unwanted items, New or Second hand goods,
cars or liquidated stock on
The Warehouse Spain website.
IT’S QUICK & SIMPLE
• Visit the site and get started or Tel 618329511
•
•
•
•
•

1. BRONZE MEMBERSHIP 5 adverts for only 5€ per month *
2. SILVER MEMBERSHIP 15 adverts for only 10€ per month *
3. GOLD MEMBERSHIP 25 adverts for only 15.00€ per month *
4. PLATINIUM MEMBERSHIP 50 adverts for only 25.00€ per month *
* plus i.v.a

Special offer
1st month FREE*
BASALCO, cami L’Atalla SL 17-A

Tel 964412540 - 964412018
Our new email address is: info@cxivert.com
LUXURY APARTMENTS FOR SALE AND HOLIDAY RENTAL

*Max 5 Adverts per person
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EMAIL:

advertise@thetraderonline.es •

Russell Grant’s Keeping Well Star Guide

PETS
SPAMA GANDIA SHELTER Dog
and cat rescue registered
charity, La Safor area. 500
animals awaiting re-homing.
Shelter open 7 days a
week 12noon - 2.00pm &
3.30pm - 7.00pm. (Spanish
speaking staff) or phone
Gail 962 896 118 / Lesley
962 813 226 Visit our
website for directions.
www.spama.org and view
our new blog at www.
spama-safor.blog.com.es
PLEASE HELP US TO HELP
THEM

Cleo was born at the
end of April. She’s a
Podenco X and will be
medium sized. She’s
a bright sassy and
confident pup who
enjoys a cuddle as
much as she enjoys
playing. Cleo has 7
brothers and sisters
all being fostered
in private homes.
They are bonny and
healthy and are
receiving their puppy
vaccinations.
For
more
information
please
telephone
P . E . P . A . o n
650304746
www.

Aries (Mar21/Apr20)

This dog is very bad treat and left in the campo.
She is a very,very, lovely dog. She is desperat looking for a home and a boss how will love her , nothing more. You can imaging wat people have done to
here if ou see her. If you will have her ,pleas call :
Henk Hirdes, tel. 962135354,
e-mail : hirdesvrooy@gmail.com

First Signs of Illness - Arians
are energetic and like to be
on the move. Lowered energy
levels are usually an indication that health issues need
to be confronted.
• How to Stay Healthy – A
small dab of Tea Tree oil on
your temples can go a long
way toward easing pain.
Sleep with an extra pillow under your head. Drink plenty of
fluids.
• Beware – You like your independence and don’t like
to admit it when you are ill
but having a good support
network will help in times of
poor health.

Taurus (Apr21/May21)
Visit SAT to find your longed
for pet. On your first visit
you can see the large
dogs, medium, small. Not
forgetting little puppies, at
SAT you’ll see them all. Our
website address is www.
satanimalrescue.com and
our telephone number is
966 710 047. The kennels
is situated in Dolores
which is approximately 20
kilometres south of Alicante
airport.
Denia Cat Protection League
– Aldea Felina
Nami is a sweet little kittencat desperate for a new
home. If you would like to
adopt a Nami, or any of
our adult cats, please call
Lynda on 648100629 or
our help-line 649540612
between 11am and 5pm.
Aldea Felina, The Denia
Cat Protection League, is a
charity registered in Spain
to shelter, feed and re-home
cats abandoned in the
Denia area. Why not visit
our new website at http://
aldea-felina.blogspot.com.

La Sociedad Protectora de
Animales, Castalla Jaime, 3
years, 36 cm, is brought
in on the 1st of November
2008. He is coming from
a pound in Murcia which
was forced to close. At
first he was a bit timid but
now he is very social and
friendly. He loves to go out
walking in the mornings,
walks well on the lead, as
well as off the lead. www.
protectoradecastalla.
com Anna: 627566145
(Spanish)
Marilene:
669755920 (English + NL)
P.E.P.A
Bournville is a chocolate
coloured pointerX born
approximately November
2008. He is being fostered
with other dogs and cats
and gets on with all of
them. Bourneville is health
vaccinated and castrated.
He’s a loving, obedient dog
who deserves a break. For
more information please
phone 650 304 746. www.
pepaspain.com

Free Pets Classifieds
have moved to page 23
Free to a good home Inland Trader and Coastal
Trader Continue to support and sponsor all animal Charities by way of
Free advertising. If you
run an Animal shelter
then feel free to email
your details.

July 2010

Tel 902733622

this little dog is in desperate need of a good home,
and so are all her puppies. she is an extremely
intelligent dog and will make a wonderful pet for
someone! my contact email is lindylu73@yahoo.
co.uk and my phone numbers are, 962707229 /
680790059 Pedralba, near Lliria. Lin Shepherd

FREE TO GOOD HOME Desire Kittens New
Home - Eating dry kitten food, 7 wks old,
2 boy’s & 2 girl’s, Calico & Tabby Cross Ontinyent 962 384 094

0034 966182838

BARK PARK N RIDE to Alicante airport’
Ask for further details

First Signs of Illness - The
throat is the Taurean’s most
sensitive area; a sore throat,
inflamed tonsils or earache
are usually the first signs of
illness.
• How to Stay Healthy – One
teaspoon of apple cider vinegar mixed with honey in a
glass of water every morning.
Taking small amounts of zinc
at first sign of a cold or infection can shorten the length of
the illness.
• Beware – Being overly
stubborn and going into work
when you are ill; you are better off at home and your colleagues will thank you for it
too!

Gemini (May22/June21)
First Signs of Illness – The
lungs are the Gemini’s most
sensitive area. Difficulty
breathing, a dry cough or
chest pains indicate low
health.
• How to Stay Healthy – Ginger and pepper tea: boil
crushed ginger and a few
pinches of black pepper in
water, strain and mix with
honey before drinking it. Lozenges can help sore throats.
• Beware – Believing the
gossips. Neighbours may
complain of health problems
yet things may not be as they
say.

Cancer (June22/July23)

10% DISCOUNT
JULY AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
SPAMA APPROVED

First Signs of Illness – Moodiness, irritability, feeling tearful and depressed are all indications of possible medical
problems.
• How to Stay Healthy – Include Vitamin C in your diet
through citrus fruits like
oranges, strawberries and
tomatoes. Add cinnamon,
lemons and yarrow to your
diet too.
• Beware – Don’t just rely on

your own health knowledge
to diagnose possible illness;
a talk with an expert is more
reliable.

Leo (July24/Aug23)
First Signs of Illness – A loss
of appetite is always the first
sign you could be sickening
for something.
• How to Stay Healthy – You
can improve your overall
health with greater attention
to proper food and sufficient
rest and relaxation. Spicy
foods are a great natural
remedy for colds and flu. Eat
an apple a day.
• Beware – Avoid over-indulgence at times when you
know your resistance is low.

Virgo (Aug24/Sept23)
First Signs of Illness – Virgos
can become stressed and
nervous and need to relax to
maintain good health. Stomach problems can be an indication that all is not quite
right.
• How to Stay Healthy
– Squeeze the juice of two
lemons into a cup of boiling
water; drink several times
a day to help ward off colds
and flu.
• Beware – Volunteering
to do everyone else’s work
when they are ill; you need
rest too. Physical illness can
be brought on by worry.

Libra (Sept24/Oct23)
First Signs of Illness – Libra
rules the kidneys and if it
feels you can’t get enough
water or you’re drinking more
than usual, you need to start
thinking about your health.
• How to Stay Healthy – Barley tea will help keep your
strength up. Drink hot soup
or broth to ease sore throats;
this also provides nutrition to
fight the virus.
• Beware – Staying cooped
up indoors for too long when
you feel unwell. You need
fresh air too.

Scorpio (Oct24/Nov22)
First Signs of Illness – Scorpio is a robust sign. Weakness, fatigue or excessive
sweating can all be precursors to ill health.
• How to Stay Healthy – Natural supplements like cod liver
oil, zinc and Vitamin C could
help boost your immune system and ward off infection.
• Beware – Ignoring symptoms in the hope they will go
away or a mild infection could
evolve into something more
serious.

Sagittarius (Nov23/Dec21)
First Signs of Illness – Being
an active Fire sign, Sagittarians often first notice aching
muscles and headaches as
being the signs of approaching illness.
• How to Stay Healthy
– Chicken soup, citrus fruits
and garlic are all favourable
for stabilizing health and will
stave off illness.
• Beware – Pushing yourself
too hard when there are bugs
around. Get plenty relaxation.

Capricorn (Dec22/Jan20)
First Signs of Illness – Capricorn rules the bones and
joints; painful joints and
tiredness can be signs that
something is amiss.
• How to Stay Healthy – Ginger tea with lemon and honey
will be uplifting and will help
fight infection.
• Beware – Ignoring regular
health check-ups because
you’ve too many other things
to do!
Aquarius (Jan21/Feb19)
First Signs of Illness – Aquarians who suddenly develop a
temperature or feel too tired
to even think should stop
and start thinking about their
health.
• How to Stay Healthy – Garlic will help the immune system fight infection. Onions
have similar properties. Use
onions and leeks in your
cooking when you or those
around you have a cold.
• Beware – Overcrowded
places when you know there
is a flu bug, colds or sore
throats going around.

Pisces (Feb20/Mar20)
First Signs of Illness – Feeling down in the dumps with
no enthusiasm for activities
normally enjoyed can be a
symptom of possible ill health
for the Piscean.
• How to Stay Healthy – Pisces rules the feet: soak your
feet in warm salt water with
a teaspoon of dry mustard
added, for relaxation. Chicken soup will help you battle
colds and flu.
• Beware – Ignoring signals
that you may not be well.
Preventative medicine will be
protective if you catch symptoms in the early stages.
www.russellgrant.com
Obviously, anyone with Health
concerns should speak directly
to their GP or NHS Direct, as this
guide is for entertainment only.

PROFESSIONAL ANIMAL AND HOUSE
MINDER...over 20 years experience,
leave you pet in a caring home with
secure garden and country walks,
Alternatively I can stay at your place.
Refs.Available Tel: Lorraine 962830016
lorrainespain@hotmail.com

...........................................................................
15kg natural dog food 39,99€ incl delivery,
all flavours including salmon and potato! Cost
Savings over equivalent leading brands, free
knowledgeable advice, friendly service. Tel:
690071333 www.BettysOriginal.com shop
online

Spacious purpose built
Insulated Kennels
Mosquito netted Windows
Brush Protected Guillotine Doors
Pets walked on our 10,000 sqm field
L´Olleria

Tel 660246352

Selective Advertising Pays
Tel 902733622
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Air Passenger rights
Awareness Campaign
Why is the European Commission launching a campaign
to raise awareness of passenger rights?
Although the European Union has made great strides in recent
years in establishing common passenger rights for those travelling by air or rail, not every European is yet aware of what he
is entitled to. This campaign sets out to make all air and rail
passengers aware of what rights they enjoy under European
legislation and how to make use of them.

Why now?
This is the start of the holiday season when millions of Europeans will be travelling by plane and train in search of some
well-deserved rest and relaxation. Being aware of their rights
will prevent many problems for air and rail passengers.

How will it work?
The campaign will be conducted in all of the EU’s official 23
languages so that people will be able to be informed about
their rights in their mother tongue. Posters and leaflets will be
available progressively from the date of campaign launch at
airports and train stations in all 27 Member States. In addition
there is a website with more information on http://ec.europa.
eu/passenger-rights. The Commission also produced a short
video about the rights air and rail passengers with a disability
or reduced mobility enjoy under European legislation, which
will be made available to television channels for broadcast.
Short teaser clips produced on a humoristic tone will remind
citizens of their rights when they travel. They will also be available online on the campaign website. Furthermore, throughout 2010 and 2011 the Commission will also be present at
several key travel fairs to inform people about their rights.

Air Passenger Rights
Why were air passenger rights introduced?
Since the early 1990s travelling by plane has taken off significantly. However, this rapid growth has also led to some inconveniences, which have often affected passengers.
Faced with these developments, the EU has been working
since 1991 to guarantee equal basic rights for all passengers
by developing EU legislation to apply in all European Union
countries.
In February 2005, EC Regulation 261/ 2004 came into effect.
This Regulation establishes common rules on compensation
and assistance to air passengers in certain situations. This
legislation applies to passengers departing from airports situated within the territory of a Member State and to all those
arriving into such airports from a third country where the flight
is operated by a European carrier.

What rights do air passengers with a disability or reduced
mobility have?
Under EU legislation people with disabilities and/or reduced
mobility are protected from being discriminated during reservation and boarding. They are also entitled to receive assistance at airports (on departure, on arrival and in transit) and
on board airplanes. In order to facilitate the provision of assistance, it is recommended to pre-notify your needs.

Which are the basic rights?
When a flight is disrupted, passengers are entitled to:
• receive information from airlines (e.g. on your rights, on
the situation as it evolves, cancellations and length of
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delays)
choose between reimbursement of ticket price or be rerouted to final destination, (attention: for long delays,
this right is applicable only for delays of more than five
hours)
receive appropriate care (refreshments, meals, accommodation or transportation to and from the airport as appropriate), while awaiting re-routing or in case of long delays, (depending on the length of the flight, for instance,
two hours of delay for flights of 1500 kilometers or less,
or three hours for all intra-community flights).

What happens if baggage gets lost, damaged or delayed?

What happens when a flight gets overbooked?
When a flight is overbooked, airlines are obliged to first seek
for volunteers ready to give up their reservation in exchange for
certain benefits (for example air miles, or vouchers, or money,
or the right to extra-ticket, or to be upgraded in a different
flight). In addition the air carrier must always offer volunteers
the choice between a full refund of their previous reservation
or a re-routing.
Passengers may be entitled to compensation of between
€250 and €600 depending on the distance of the flight and
the delays experienced before being re-routed.
Whenever the re-routing is chosen, the airline must provide
the passengers having volunteered for it all the necessary assistance, e.g. some food and drinks, access to a phone, an
overnight stay if necessary and, if appropriate, transportation
between the airport and the place of accommodation.

What happens when a flight gets cancelled?
Passengers are also entitled to a compensation identical to
that offered when they are denied boarding, unless they were
informed at least 14 days in advance of the flight, or if they
can be rerouted close to their original departure timing, or if
the airline can prove that the cancellation was caused by extraordinary circumstances. In addition the airline must offer
passengers the choice between:
• reimbursement, within seven days, of the ticket price or
of the unused parts of the ticket, when appropriate.
• re-routing to the final destination under similar transport
conditions, including through other air carriers or other
transport modes .
If necessary, passengers awaiting re-rerouting are entitled to
appropriate care (phone call, refreshments, food, accommodation, transportation to the accommodation).

What happens if there are long delays?
If the flight suffers a delay of three hours or more, passengers
may be entitled to a compensation identical to that offered
when the flight gets cancelled, unless the airline can prove
that the delay was caused by extraordinary circumstances.
Additionally, airlines can be held liable for damages resulting
from delays.
Passengers are entitled to appropriate care by the airline
(phone call, refreshments, meal, accommodation, transportation to the place of accommodation) if the delay is
• two hours or more for flights of 1500 km or less
• three hours or more for longer flights within the EU or for
flights outside the EU of between 1500 and 3500 km
• four hours or more for flights of over 3500 km outside
the EU
• If the delay is more than five hours, and passengers decide not to continue their journey, they are entitled to
have their ticket reimbursed and be flown back to where
they originally started their journey.

If baggage gets lost, damaged or delayed, passengers may be
entitled to compensation limited to about €1220.
For damaged baggage, passengers must lodge a claim to the
airline within seven days of receiving their baggage. For delayed receipt of baggage, the claim must be lodged within 21
days

Are air passengers entitled to know who they will be flying with?
Passengers must be informed in advance about which airline
is operating their flight. Airlines found to be unsafe are banned
or restricted within the European Union. They are listed at:
http://ec.europa.eu/transport/air-ban/

What about package holidays?
The organisers and retailers of package holidays are obliged
to provide precise, complete information about booked package holidays. They are obliged to honour contractual terms
and to protect passengers in the event of insolvency. Package
tour operators must give accurate information on the holiday
booked, comply with contractual obligations and protect passengers in the case of the organiser’s insolvency.

What rights do air passengers have when buying their
tickets?
According to EU legislation, when purchasing air fares within
the EU, the applicable conditions should be made clear to
the buyer. The final price to be paid should be indicated at all
times and should include the applicable air fare, as well as
applicable taxes, charges, surcharges and fees which are unavoidable and foreseeable at the time of publication. It should
also show the breakdown between the fare, the taxes, the
airport charges and finally the other charges, surcharges and
fees. Optional price supplements should be communicated in
a clear, transparent and unambiguous way at the start of the
booking process and the acceptance of them should be on an
“opt-in” basis.

What if airlines do not accept this, or if they will not apply
the rights I have?
If you have problems claiming your passenger rights you need
to complain – firstly to the air carrier and if you are still dissatisfied with its answer, then to the competent national body.
Furthermore, passengers can always address themselves to
the competent court, i.e. by first having resort to the small
claim procedure that may exist in a Member State or the European small claim procedure. This European small claim procedure aims to accelerate the settlement, simplify procedures
and reduce the costs in civil and commercial cross-border disputes where the value of a claim does not exceed € 2,000.This
procedure works on the basis of standard forms. It is a written
procedure unless an oral hearing is considered necessary by
the court. It works between all Member States of the European
Union with the exception of Denmark.
More information on European small claims procedure can be
found on the Commission website:
http://ec.europa.eu/justice_home/judicialatlascivil/html/sc_
information_en.htm?countrySession=4&
If you need more information on your EU rights and how to
access them?
Travellers affected by the situation are advised to contact their
airlines or travel agents first.
For information you can contact a European Consumer Centre
(ECC) in any country and/or any national consumer organisation. Full contact details for ECCs for all countries and links to
national websites can be found at http://ec.europa.eu/consumers/ecc/index_en.htm You can also get more information
on 00800 6 7 8 9 10 11

AMIGOS DE FIESTAS

We hire inflatable castles etc
of various types, we also have
a “Mechanical Bull” for your
parties. We also have face
painting and “Balloon Art, animals, swords etc, for the kids.
All our services come with
Monitors and are fully
insured.
We also cater for private
functions, Birthdays etc.
Contact us on 618846440

Groups and club list available
online www.thetraderonline.es

Email your events and articles to
info@inlandtrader.net

amigosdefiestas.blogspot.com/

Email.
smedwin4648@hotmail.com
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LIFE AFTER

EMAIL:

X FACTOR.

X

Factor continues on each
year and I watch with genuine nerves for the contestants as it reminds of my own
time on there and I cant help but
appreciate even more what an
amazing experience it was.
One of the questions I get asked
more than most (apart from
what is Simon really like) is “has
it changed your life?” and “how
are you doing?” and I’m glad to
say I am doing really well. I may
not be in the public eye but I earn
a good living doing something
that I love and that’s all thanks
to the show so I will be forever
grateful for that chance, I always
look at it like this, if I can pay my
bills each month, I’m happy and
so far I’m lucky that that is the
case…I just hope this years contestants appreciate how lucky
they are to be there specially if
you make it to the live shows.
And for the record, Mr.Cowell is
actually a really nice guy.
As in life, nothing is guaranteed
so you just need to make the
most and enjoy the chances
you get because they may never
come back round again.
I also got the chance to record
an album with and independent
label and I have had full control
of all its content, which has been
pretty cool.
Will it be rivalling JLS in the
charts? I doubt that very much
as I cant afford a publicity campaign or distribution but I’m confident I will earn a small living
from it plus I have something to
be proud of, something that can
show what I can do with songs
that I have chosen and that I
love. You just need to have realistic expectations of what to expect when you start out after a
show like X Factor. I think it has
to be about the music, not about
the fame or celebrity side or you
will be in for a shock.
It’s a tough business, but I hope
to show you don’t need a multi
million pound label to get good
music out there, just some belief
in yourself, belief in what your
doing, some great fans and a bit
of talent helps.
Coming out of the show at first
was a bit of a shock to the sys-
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tem after living in the X Factor
bubble for so long. I never expected so much press and attention…and people who I never
met before saying “Hi Daniel!”
and “How’s your Daughter” in
the street never fails to make
me smile. I honestly had no idea
how people would be with me
as I avoided press, Internet and
TV and concentrated on getting
through week by week.
Its so good to know that so many
people supported me and it’s
the fans at the end of the day
that kept me in so long so let me
just say thank you to all my fans,
supporters and voters…because
of you I have a job I love and
that’s why when I’m asked for an
autograph or photo I will do everything possible to make it happen…and that is something that
will never change. I always try to
reply personally to fans on my
website and Facebook, Twitter
etc and as long as I have time to,
I always will. I just think its good
to have some personal connection with fans if possible.
Some of the letters and messages I have received from fans
have been amazing. A lot of people who had similar experiences
wrote to me saying how my story
helped them cope with their
loss…you cant help but be humbled by that. And that fact that
I somehow inspired others was
very moving and unexpected.
My first few gigs after I left the
show were nerv racking, I would
turn up at venues expecting a
few people there and the place
would be packed and calling my
name. This old guy from X factor
had people chanting for him…
now that is a nice feeling I can
tell you. (Although they weren’t
all like that lol!!)
On of my better gigs was a club
in Newcastle, everyone at least
half my age, and I was really
nervous. I honestly think people
expect me to sing old ballads all
night, and it was nice to be able
to sing some funk and soul and
get the crowd dancing. It ended
up being an amazing night. On
the show you don’t get to pick
your own songs, if your lucky you
get a choice of 2 or 3, so to be
able to do gigs and choose my
own stuff is great as it gives you
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DANIEL EVANS
the chance to show what you can
do away from the TV show. Obviously I perform a few from the
show but only the most popular
ones.
The X factor tour was amazing too, that was something I’ll
never forget, to sing at Wembley
stadium and shout “Hello Wembley!!!!” in front of 20 thousand
people, now that’s something
special. And it was great to work
with such amazing musicians
and get the chance to sing without the pressure of phone votes
and judges. That was the icing
on the cake for me.
When I was told I made it on
the tour, I had no idea what to
expect, I thought it was a few X
Factor gigs around some pubs
and clubs. Imagine my surprise
when I found out we had a 32
date sold out arena show!!…
Another question asked a lot is,
“what’s it like being famous or a
celeb” and it always makes me
laugh, Peter or Katie, now they’re
celebs, not me. I just don’t see
myself like that. I’m just a guy
who was lucky enough to do an
amazing show and was on the
telly for a bit. Maybe it’s being
older makes it all easier to deal
with and my daughter certainly
keeps me grounded. I go from a
gig in a suit to changing nappies
within 24 hours!
I’ve heard some past contestants
talk negatively about the show.
I think it’s shame when I read
stuff like that. I do think Steve
Brookstein was treated badly by
Sharon in particular, and in turn
that spoiled what should have
been his special moment. But
apart from that, how can you not
enjoy the whole experience?….
it certainly made me a stronger
person, but again, maybe its my
age that helped. Think people
should see it as TV show that occasionally finds talent…Not a talent show for TV if you know what
I mean.
Contestants need to see it as a
platform that gives you the most
immense publicity in the shortest possible time, and they need
to take their moment, enjoy it
and make the most of everything
that comes from it. Take nothing for granted and be grateful.
There is nothing in the contract

that guarantees you a long and
fulfilling career.

work they have done. I hope you
guys like it!

I feel lucky to have done some
of the amazing things I did and
those great memories will be
with me forever. I once heard a
saying that says life is not measured by the breaths you take
but the times that take your
breath away and I had many on
the show and the tour.

Looking back now, I can’t help
but think “wow”.
I’ve shared a stage with true
professionals and some legends too, worked with some of
the best musicians and coaches in the business, sang live
to a weekly viewing population
of 12 million plus, 6 weeks in
a row, and completed a sold
out arena tour of the UK. You’d
have to be a bit mad to not appreciate that! Big thanks to the
amazing fans and this crazy
show.

I have recently finished recording my album with an independent label, with some songs from
the show and also some of my
own versions/interpretations of
some beautiful tracks that have
at some point been part of the
soundtrack to my life.
I have spent a lot of time up in
North Wales and have found
some amazing talent there who
have contributed on the album
(in fact, I’m the only non-welsh
person on the album!) and they
really have helped to make it
what it is, and I’m proud of the

Released in time for Mothers Day 2010 and in memory of his late wife Jackie and dedicated to his mother Pauline,
Daniel has put together an amazing collection of songs sung from the Heart. The album was born in the hills of North
Wales using talent from the local area who all helped to make this the heartfelt, sometimes heartbreaking and emotionally filled album.

You just can’t help but love the
X Factor! Its mad, amazing,
emotional, moving and inspirational.
And yes, it can change your
life….
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A Novel Idea: Getting Started
most authors.
It is Your Name on the Cover
Unless you are as good as Stephen King or
Virginia Woolf you may need a ghost-writer or
co-author as they are sometimes called. He
or she will take your copy and bring it to retail
standards. When you are both happy with the
finished work it can be sent to the publisher.
All you need then is look out for that special
delivery of books; each with your name on the
cover.
Profit and Loss
This is the how long is a piece of string question. Size does of course matter and 1,000
copies of a fund-raising booklet for a local association will cost less than €1,000 and sell
at €1.95 or more each. This is a good yardstick as publishing and ghost-writing costs
are typically 50% of the book’s cover price.
Not a bad profit. Next week; Publisher or self
publish?

The Montsant

Mike Walsh: Writer, Poet, Author; Ghost-Writer; ex-University of Liverpool lecturer in small press
publishing: 662 06 74 90 : quite_write@yahoo.co.uk

By David, www.Vinocamino.com

Most people have a story to tell: A novel, autobiography, personal experience, poetry, a
society or association’s record, educational
and how-to books on hundreds of subjects;
the opportunities are endless.
Sadly, being published may never occur because of their unfamiliarity with publishing or
lack of confidence in their writing ability. Aspiring authors can take heart as neither are
formidable obstacles.
Now Affordable
Gone are the days of typesetters, book binders
in what was once a specialist chain of events.
Producing your work in paperback or booklet
form is easier and cheaper than ever.
The computer screen has taken the place of
the A4 sheet of paper. When your work is set
out it goes direct to the book printer’s computerised equipment; this then publishes at the
press of a button. As a consequence prices
have dropped and are now affordable for

Registererd on the Padron ?................. WHY NOT ?
What is the padrón?
Padrón - a list of all
the people who live
in a certain town
Empadronarse - the
act of registering
yourself on this list
with your local town
hall.
Who should register?
Officially all residents
in Spain are required
by law to register
on the padrón, yet
many British ex-pats
still have not done
so. Perhaps some
view the padrón as
a means of vigilance
by the state, in ‘bigbrother’
fashion.
However, in reality,
it is simply a way for
the town hall to know
how many people
live in their area,
without entering into
investigations as to
a person’s official
residence status or
financial affairs. In
addition, the information provided at
registration is confidential and protected by data protection
laws.
How do I register?
You don’t have to
own your house to
register, just have
an address where
you habitually live,
no matter whether
you are the owner,
you rent, or live with

family or friends. Nor
is registration a long
drawn out registration process. Simply
go to the padrón office of your town hall
and fill in the form
they provide. Take
along official identification, such as a
passport, and also
your NIE or residence
certificate/card,
a
recent utility bill in
your name, and the
deeds to your house
or a copy of your
rental contract. Although you may have
to return to collect
your certificate, the
actual registration is
completed all on the
same day.
What are the benefits?
Once you’ve completed the simple
process, you can begin to enjoy all the
advantages
being
on the padrón offers,
such as:
Better public services
Central Government
allocates money to
the different municipalities according to
how many people are
on the padrón. Therefore, if you are not
registered, your town
hall is losing money
for the provision of
health centres, police officers, fire fighters and schools.

Access to benefits and
social care
You must be on the
padrón for a certain
period of time to take
advantage of some
income-related benefits and other aspects of social care
available through social services at your
town hall.
A reduction in taxes
Depending on the
town hall, registration on the padrón
could mean up to
50% off Property Tax,
as well as reductions
in certain community
charges and inheritance tax. Furthermore, those on the
padrón can also often enjoy discounted
courses, leisure and
cultural activities run
by the town hall.
Voting rights
In order to register to
vote in local or European elections, you
must first be registered on the padrón.
An easier life
You’ll find you need
your padrón certificate to carry out various administrative
tasks, such as register for healthcare,
register your car with
Spanish
number
plates or enrol your
children in school.
More
information

Authorised Dealer

www.authoriseddealerspain.com
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can be found on
Residentes Europeos
website
Padrón status checks
Our understanding
from talking to local
and national authorities is that there is
currently a one-off
exercise underway to
check the accuracy
of the padrón registers. This means you
may be contacted
to confirm your status on the padrón.
If you are contacted,
you will be asked to
answer to remain
active on the padrón
and if you don’t then
you may be removed
from the register.
If you are not contacted, you are not
required to confirm
your status.
For certain services
(e.g. social services)
you may be required
to show a recent
padrón
certificate
which is less than 3
months old. This is
normal
procedure
and is not related to
the above mentioned
project.
Non-EU citizens are
required to renew
their padrón certificate in any case.
Please contact your
locality
authority
about any changes
to the padrón registration process.

L

ast month I kicked off
my series of wine articles by talking about the
world famous Priorat, a
small region close to Tarragona, so following on
from that, this time I am
going to take a look at the
surrounding area, the DO
Montsant. Think of it as
a fried egg, with the yolk
being the Priorat and the
Montsant the white bit,
actually to be really accurate somebody has had a
nibble at the white around
about 4 o’clock.
The region takes its name
from the surrounding
mountain range, Serra
del Montsant (sacred
mountain) an impressive escarpment not dissimilar to Table mountain,
currently forming the
backdrop to the world cup
in South Africa, the area
is beautiful and diverse
with a wide range of vegetation and a spectacular
network of ravines and
gorges scattered with
ancient ruins and hermitages. The drastic countryside produces areas
of complex microclimates
- but basically it’s very hot
and dry. You have a variety of soil types, all-important when making wine of
course, and not surprisingly some of which is the
same licorella slate found
in the Priorat. It also has
some ancient Grenache
and Cariñena vines which
has often led people to
think that the Montsant
is a poor man´s Priorat,
a label which is not really
true or fair, yes the wines
are sometimes similar
in character but a key
difference is the price,
Montsant wines typically
are a lot cheaper and
offer fantastic value for
money.
In fact it is one of the most

interesting and young
wine appellations in Spain
(it split from the DO Tarragona in 2002) and so are
the winemakers, many of
whom are under 40 years
old. A prestigious US wine
expert once observed:
“when you visit France,
you see a lot of winemakers of advancing age, yet
here, in Montsant, they
are all young and wearing
jeans!” A lot of the wines
produced here are young
too, so rather than aging
them in barrels they are
quickly bottled and ready
for consumption straight
away, so forget about laying them down to collect
dust and mature, they
won’t improve, far from
it, they will lose there
freshness and character,
so drink them. Typically
the wines are high alcohol reds but you wouldn’t
necessarily notice, as
they can be very elegant,
subtle and fruity and just
because the wines and
producers tend to be
young, don’t be fooled
into thinking they don’t
know what they are doing, in 2009 the American
wine guru Robert Parker
produced a list of the best
100 value Spanish wines,
10% of them came from
the Montsant, no other
region had such a high
presence, pretty impressive stuff considering the
region has only been on
the map 8 years. Actually
that’s a bit deceptive because wine has of course
been made here for centuries it’s just in recent
years it’s really found its
feet and identity.
One of the crown jewels of
the Montsant is the Cellar
Masroig, a small village of
the same name overlooking the mountain range,
if you ever happen to be
driving from Mora la Nova

to Falset it’s that village
on your left that stands
out. It really does epitomise everything that the
Montsant is about. It is
a model co-operative, so
the local farmers in the
village all work together
closely towards a single
goal and there’s a very
strong community and
feeling of togetherness
about the place. Although
the co-operative is an old
building inside it´s new
and seemingly constantly
in the process of being
modernized, and there’s
a real buzz about the
place the people making
the wine are young, energetic and ambitious. The
walls are covered with
awards from all corners of
the globe and the range
of wines is impressive,
yes lots of young reds
but also some excellent
matured reds and some
whites too. Really a name
to remember and one to
look out for, we’re a massive fan of this producer
so this month we have
put a selection of 3 of
their wines together. 2 of
these wines appeared on
the previously mentioned
best 100 Spanish value
wines which we’re offering at a discounted price
of 19,95 Euro, see ofertas/offers at www.vinocamino.com for details.

Tel 977 426 419
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14

13

13

10
2

9

7

7

10

5

22

3

18

5

22

5

14

23

21

9

7

10

3

13

24

26

12

4

19
14

8

9

4

8

8

13

22

22

4

20
10

24

3

8

15

21

24

7

21

24

8

8

13

7

10

8

5

14

21

10

5

21

9
21

1

24

20

21
10

9

9

5

20

14

14

17

3

7

1
10

5

8

21

14

12

3
13

4

8

16

3

20

5

12

11

20

25

21

14
25

21

25

9

5

21
14

9

14

3

12
21

8

21

14

21

21

14

10
21

21
3

14

18

2

3

14

15

16

A

4

5

17

18

T

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

R

14

X

2

L

15

O

3

S

16

P

4

A

17

J

5

R

18

6

Y

19

7

C

20

D W H

8

F

21

E

9

G

22

K

10

T

23

11
24

I

M U

12

B

25

N

Guidelines:
24 Good; 27 Very Good; 30 Excellent.

13

13

Q

USING all 16 letters of the phrase above,
form four words each of four letters which
will fit in the grid to form
a magic square in which
the words can be read
both horizontally and
vertically.

26

V

R O T

SPELL out a 15-letter word or phrase
by moving from one chamber to
another within the pyramid. You
may only enter each of the
chambers once and may only
proceed through openings in
M
the walls. The first letter may
appear in any of the
O
chambers.

Any word found in the Concise Oxford Dictionary (Tenth
Edition) is eligible with the following exceptions: proper
nouns; plural nouns, pronouns and possessives; third person singular verbs;
hyphenated words; contractions and abbreviations; vulgar slang words; variant
spellings of the same word (where another variant is also eligible).

PREVIOUS SOLUTION:
addle; ailed; alien; aloe; alone; annelid; anole; dale; DANDELION; dandle;
deal; deli; denial; dial; dildo; dole; doled; elan; eland; ideal; idle; idled; idol;
indole; inland; laddie; lade; laden; laid; lain; land; landed; lane; lead; lean;
lend; lido; lied; lien; lindane; linden; line; lined; linen; lino; lion; load; loaded;
loan; loaned; lode; loin; lone; nail; nailed; nodal; noddle; oiled; olden; oldie.

PREVIOUS SOLUTION:
Make one’s fortune.

N

EA

AL

RC

OU MO

CU

EH

E

UR

AS

SE

DT
AI

TI

NS
TK

ST

YE

PLACE a different arithmetical
sign (add, subtract, multiply,
divide) in each circle so that
the total of each line across
and down is the same.

WORD PYRAMID

T U P

AG

THE EQUALISER
6
14
8
6
2
3
2
9
2
1
2
1

PREVIOUS SOLUTION:
scar; cone; anti; rein.

L C A

AE

RE

MAGIC SQUARE
PLEASING IDEA
SEEN

NONAGRAM
HOW many words of four letters or more
can you make from this Nonagram? Each
word must use the central letter, and each
letter may be used only once. At least one
word using all nine letters can be found.

1. Of what is dendrology the
science?
2. Which small county in central
England regained its
independence in 1997 after
losing it in the 1970s?
3. Which character was killed off
in the 1949 film The Blue Lamp
but resurrected for a longrunning television series?
4. Which radioactive metallic
element was discovered and
named in 1939 by Marguerite
Perey to honour her country?
5. In which film does Ingrid
Bergman play Ilsa Lund
Laszlo?

RF

P
E

O
O

F

Perform the first calculation in each
line first and ignore the
mathematical law which says
you should always perform
division and multiplication
before
addition
and
subtraction.

R
R

Y

D
O

L

PREVIOUS
SOLUTION:
Clockwise from
top left –
subtract;
multiply;
divide; add.
Total: 10.

3

THERE is just one simple rule in Sudoku. Each row and each column must contain the numbers 1
to 9, and so must each 3 x 3 box. This is a logic puzzle, and you should not need to guess.

SUDOKU

Easy

3

Hard

6

7 9 4 2
1 2
5
1
7
8
6 2 9
5
7
5
1
2
4
8
9
6 5 7 4
4 7 5
3
5
3 4 1
8
9

PREVIOUS
SOLUTIONS:
Easy
8
2
3
5
7
4
1
6
9

4
9
5
1
6
3
8
2
7

4

7
1
6
2
9
8
4
5
3

6
3
4
9
2
5
7
1
8

5
7
9
8
3
1
2
4
6

1
8
2
7
4
6
9
3
5

2
6
1
3
8
9
5
7
4

3
5
8
4
1
7
6
9
2

9
4
7
6
5
2
3
8
1

2
6
3
5
7
1
4
8
9

6
8
2
3
5
9
1
7
4

5
3
4
7
1
2
8
9
6

9
7
1
8
6
4
3
5
2

4
5
6
2
8
7
9
1
3

3
2
9
1
4
5
7
6
8

8
1
7
6
9
3
2
4
5

Hard
1
4
8
9
3
6
5
2
7

7
9
5
4
2
8
6
3
1

5
6
9
5
2 1
6
4
4
1 3 2
1
7
9
3
6
9
5
1

5
7
9

8

5

11

5

6

7

10
13

12
13
14

15

16

15

18

16

17

19

20

17
21

23

22

23

21
24

25

ACROSS

DOWN

1. Loss of nerve at walking in
the snow? (4,4)
5. Some stop rowing at the
front of the boat (4)
8. Strip with band gradually
becoming smaller (8)
9. So as to become a Greek
mountain (4)
11. One note about a flammable
liquid (7)
13. Nothing in bad habit of
singer (5)
14. Spirit was cause of relative’s
bankruptcy (7,4)
18. So Scottish boy is one from
the east (5)
19. To that place on the far side
(7)
21. Many assist the girl (4)
22. Took everything off (8)
24. Left some dark liquid to
make connection (4)
25. Tree chap finds by a
wooded area (8)

1. A yacht capsized in China
some time ago (6)
2. Leaps about and makes an
error (5)
3. It’s free, but all in vain (3,7)
4. Long time after lunch to
complete the meal (3)
6. Composer or explorer in
Iceland initially (7)
7. We state that one is using a
loom (6)
10. Having precedence, but
rendering it ineffective (10)
12. Regretted capturing the bird
(5)
15. That’s what you think (7)
16. Mother left an animal (6)
17. Lovingly hold an early form
of rock music? (6)
20. Cheery word on river beast
(5)
23. Pot plant (3)

QUICK CROSSWORD
1

2

3

4

5

5

6

7

25

28

8
9

10
10

11

11

12

14
17

15
18

13

13

16
19

20

20

22

21
23

24
26

27

29

28

30

SUDOKU

4

9
10

11

6. The premier tournament of
which sport has been held
annually since 1907 at the
Waterloo Hotel, Blackpool?
7. The Gateway Arch, the tallest
national monument in the
United States, is the best
known landmark of which city?
8. What was the original name of
Sir Francis Drake’s ship the
Golden Hind?
9. What was the title of Kylie
Minogue’s first UK No 1 hit,
which spent 16 weeks in the
charts in 1988?
10. In which UK holiday resort is
the Nelson Monument?

2

8

Quiz Challenge

PREVIOUS SOLUTION:
(1) Across – Tempt; Manta; Derby. Down –
Timid; Manor; Teary.
(2) Across – Dwarf; Corgi; Adept. Down –
Dacha; Agree; Faint.

PREVIOUS SOLUTION:

Z

No. 1870

HERE are two miniature five-square
crosswords using the same grid – but the
letters have been mixed up. You have to
work out which letters belong to which
crossword.

EACH number in our Cross Code grid represents a different letter
of the alphabet. You have three letters in the control grid to start
you off. Enter them in the appropriate squares in the main grid,
then use your knowledge of words to work out which letters
should go in the missing squares.
As you get the letters, fill in other squares with the same number
in the main grid and control grid. Check off the alphabetical list of
letters as you identify them.
1

1

FIVE ALIVE

8

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

PREVIOUS SOLUTION: 1 Mary Quant; 2 The 02 arena (Millennium Dome); 3
Fencing; 4 Iceland and Ireland; 5 Mary I; 6 Entrechat; 7 The atom bomb; 8 Q; 9
Dunfermline Athletic; 10 The ass.

6
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31

ACROSS

DOWN

PREVIOUS SOLUTIONS:

1. Give way (8)
5. Wading bird (4)
9. Difficult to find (7)
10. Drinking tube (5)
11. Venomous snake
(5)
13. Gambling
establishment (6)
15. Entrails (5)
17. Be in a huff (4)
19. Charged particle
(3)
20. Hence (4)
21. Pointed missile (5)
23. Protein substance
(6)
24. Delete (5)
28. Negative (5)
29. Artistic movement
(3,4)
30. Profound (4)
31. Wake-up signal
(8)

1. Ship’s
company (4)
2. ----- Ashley,
designer (5)
3. Hands on hips
(6)
4. Pace (4)
6. Polish (7)
7. Carpenter’s
trestle (8)
8. Customary (5)
12. Ablaze (5)
13. Small boat (5)
14. Respected (8)
16. In favour of (3)
18. Tablet (7)
21. Accumulate
(5)
22. Squirm (6)
25. Distend (5)
26. Sheet of glass
(4)
27. Family house
(4)

CRYPTIC: Across – 1 State
secrets; 9 Carried on; 10
Dye; 11 Overeat; 12 Pop up;
13 Phoebe; 15 Psyche; 18
Ibsen; 20 Absinth; 22 Ham;
23 Albatross; 24 Drawing
board.
Down – 2 Torpedo; 3 Tripe;
4 Sedate; 5 Canopus; 6 End
up; 7 Steeplechase; 8
Accomplished; 14 Bengali;
16 Contour; 17 Gasbag; 19
Samoa; 21 Set-to.
QUICK: Across – 1 Faux
pas; 5 Maple; 8 Ode; 9
Channel; 10 Trend; 11
Sleep; 13 Emotive; 15 Lyre;
17 Papaya; 19 Riches; 22
Wren; 24 Coracle; 26
Nabob; 29 Unite; 30 Furtive;
31 Tie; 32 Eagle; 33
Residue.
Down – 1 Focus; 2 Ukase; 3
Panoply; 4 Solder; 5 Metro;
6 Peevish; 7 Endless; 12
Lea; 14 Mere; 16 Yawl; 17
Picture; 18 Parting; 20
Innards; 21 Ego; 23 Reefer;
25 Crete; 27 Blind; 28 Breve.
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Now you have a choice

SAVE MONEY ON YOUR TELEPHONE & INTERNET CHARGES

LINE RENTAL
ADSL INTERNET
6 HOURS OF UK / EUROPEAN CALLS
1000 mins of calls to Spanish Landlines
LINE RENTAL
ADSL INTERNET
2000 mins of calls to Spanish Landlines

56,87€
PER MONTH
Plus I.V.A

50,47€
PER MONTH
Plus I.V.A

LINE RENTAL
Europe and USA Calls at 4 cents/min
Spanish Landline Calls at 3 cents/min
Calls to Spanish mobiles 10 cents/min***
Includes full maintanence of your line.
*** Mobile connection 15 cents. Includes all major mobile providers except Yoigo
English speaking technical department.

13,97€

Answer phone in English.

Tel 902733633
and we will return your call to discuss your requirements.
Mon-Fri 10am-1.30 & 5pm-8pm

PER MONTH
Plus I.V.A

•
•
•
•

No Hidden Extras

Free BT changeover
Keep the same number
No prefix numbers
No call connection charges†
Per second billing
• Lower all-inclusive line rental
• Business & domestic customers
• English speaking support staff

Q. Do you take over Track phones ?
A. No , BT will take over the complete line rental , call Q. Can I speak to the BT operator in English?
and internet billing and you will become a BT customer.
A. Yes, BT can now take over the line rental of all landA. Yes , and our technical also speak English.
line and Track phone.
Q. Will I have to sign a contract ?
Q. Is BT Spain really the British Telecom we know as a A. Yes , a signed contract with a 18 month term will Q. How will I receive my free router?
telephone provider in the U.K?
be required.
A. It can be delivered by courier to your home or a to
A. Yes, BT has been serving the Spanish Market since Q. Will my telephone or internet service be interrupted? local Seur Depot for Collection.
1989. Today, we serve the whole of Spain from our headQ. Does BT supply mobile telephone services?
quarters in Madrid and local sites in Barcelona, Bilbao, A. The switch over will happen simultaneously and
your service should not be interrupted.
A Coruna, Seville and now Valencia.
A. Yes – we can supply mobile phones and packages
to businesses and BT fixed line customers.
Q. I already have my calls through BT, but my line Q. Does B.T charge a set up fee?
rental is with Telefonica, can I now have my line rental
Q.How can I sign up
with BT. ?
A. No the change over is free.
A. You can call our sales team on 902722633
A. Yes, it is now possible to do this.?
Q. Can I keep my existing number?
All you require is a copy of your telephone bill, Identification N.i.E or passport and Bank details.
Q. Do you install land lines?
A. Yes
A. No only Telefonica is able to do this.
Q. Do I have to dial a prefix number?
www.authoriseddealerspain.com
Q. Do I still pay Telefonica anything?
A. Only during the transfer period, which is generally
30 days after contract.

All prices exclude IVA (Spanish VAT) *UK, Ireland, Germany, Austria, Portugal (including the Azores and Madeira), Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Itlay, Norway, Holland, Sweden and Switzerland. ** ADSL call packages have a minimum
contract period of 18 months. If cancelled within this period a 60€ charge will be levied. *** 10 cents/min. to BT, Movistar, Orange & Vodafone mobiles. Other operators charged at 18 cents/min. A 15 cents connection charge applies to calls
to all mobiles. † No connection charge for landline calls. A 15 cents connection charge applies to mobiles.
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BRITISH CONSULATE TEAM UP WITH ASSOCIATIONS IN HEALTHCARE SUPER SURGERY

O

n 15 June, around 100
people were welcomed to
a healthcare ‘super surgery’
in Guardamar del Segura by
mayoress Marylène Albentosa. The event, led by the
British Consulate in Alicante,
provided local residents with
comprehensive advice from a
number of experts.
A whole range of concerns
over accessing healthcare
were raised and addressed
in a thorough talk by Martyn
Standing, advisor for the British Consulate Pensions, Benefits and Healthcare Team.
He began by playing a round
of ‘fact or fiction’ with the audience to get an idea of what
they already knew. Martyn
said:
“Though most people are
aware that rules about state
healthcare in Spain are different to those in the UK, some
are confused by rumours or
misinformation they have
picked up. That’s why

it’s important to get your information from official sources.”
Martyn then outlined options
available to those below and
above pension age and those
who have or have not worked
in Spain. Details around getting a European Health Insurance Card (EHIC) as a pensioner living in Spain were
of particular interest to the
audience. Martyn explained
that recent changes to EU law
mean that those registered
on an E121(now S1) form in
Spain should apply for their
EHIC in the UK to travel outside of Spain.
After presentations, those
who still had doubts about
their individual cases were
invited to a one-on-one consultation with the experts.
Other information sources at
the event included representatives from cancer charity
MABS, Age Concern España,
the Royal Brit-

ish Legion and HELP. The
organisations offered lots of
local knowledge and outlined
the services they can offer.
They also managed to meet
some potential members and
volunteers.
British Consulate staff believe
that in working together with
other local associations, many
people left the Casa de Cultura in Guardamar del Segura
with a greater understanding
of how to register properly for
healthcare. The meeting was
also considered a success by
Bill Bridges, member of local
campaign group PUMA22,
who has been working closely
with the British Consulate on
accessing and providing accurate information on healthcare:
‘PUMA22 is very aware, and
very appreciative, of the input
and drive of the Consul General in

making all of this possible’.
For more information on
accessing healthcare in
Spain, visit http://ukinspain.fco.gov.uk/en/
help-for-british-nationals/living-in-spain/
pensions-benefits/
healthcare/
For information on
campaign group
PUMA22, visit
www.puma22.
org

If you are not paying into the
Spanish social security
system you may also
get state
healthcare
if:........

The
rules
for getting
state healthcare
in Spain are different
from those in the UK
The rules for getting state healthcare in Spain are different from those
in the UK. The NHS is a residence-based
system, which means that all you need
to access healthcare in Great Britain is
to be ‘ordinarily resident’ (see Returning
to the UK).
In Spain however, the system is contribution-based, which means that normally you must have paid into the social
security system in order for you and your
dependants to get state healthcare.
These social security contributions can
be paid by your employer or by yourself
as a self-employed worker. You may also
be eligible to register to pay voluntary
contributions if you have paid contributions at any point in Spain and have paid
contributions for 3 out the last 12 years
in any European Union Member State
– apply at your local Tesoreria .

If you are not paying into
the Spanish social security system you may also
get state healthcare if:
If you get a UK State Pension or Long
Term Incapacity Benefit and you decide
to move to Spain permanently, ask for
your S1 (previously E121) from the International Pension Centre (IPC) in Newcastle.
Once registered with the Spanish au-

thorit i e s ,
the S1 gives
you and your dependants the same
medical cover in Spain as
a Spanish national under the
Spanish state-run health scheme.
This cover may not be the same as you
received on the NHS in the UK so you
may have to pay for some treatments
or services. Remember that: treatment
given privately and repatriation costs
to the UK are not covered. Think about
whether you want to take out private
health insurance. some social services
may not be available.
You are an early retiree to Spain and have
been resident here less than two years (apply for an S1 form);
You are a posted worker for a UK company;
You are a dependant of someone who falls
into one of the categories above;
You are a temporary visitor to Spain and have
a valid UK European Health Insurance Card
(EHIC);
Access to healthcare: S1 (previously
E106)
This is how you get Spanish state healthcare if you’re a posted worker or early
retiree living in Spain. In most cases, an
S1 (previously E106) is issued to people
who are posted to Spain to work for a
period of 2 or more years, and who carry
on paying National Insurance contributions in the UK. In this case the S1 is
issued by:
HM Revenue and Customs CAR - Residency

Room

BP1301.
Benton Park
View.Newcastle upon Tyne
NE98 1ZZ, UK
Tel: 0845 915 4811
From outside the UK: +44
191 203 7010
Early retirees in Spain who have
worked in the UK prior to their move
may be entitled to an S1 for a limited period. In this instance the S1 is issued by:
DWP International Pension Centre
Room TC001. Tyneview Park. Whitley
Road Newcastle upon Tyne NE98 1BA,
UK Tel: +44 191 218 1999

Registering with the
Spanish authorities
In order to register your S1 you need to
get the following in this order:
i) Certificate of Residence in Spain (Certificado de Residencia/Numero de Identificacion Extranjero) – available from
your nearest National Police station.
ii) Certificate as a Local Resident (Certificado de Empadronamiento) – available
from the Local Town Hall (at the Padrón
Office).
Advice on how to get these certificates
is in the Living in Spain section of this
website, and on the website of the Spanish Ministry of the Interior (MIR) - or you
can contact either your local Comisaría
de Policía (Certificate of Residence in
Spain) or Town Hall (Certificate as a Local Resident). Check what documents
you’ll need to take and what will be the
process to complete your application
successfully. Also remember to make
your own photocopies before you get to
your appointment. If you forget something, it’s unlikely you’ll be allowed to
complete the process and you’ll probably have to go back another time.
Once you have your certificates, take
them, along with both copies of your

S1, to the local Instituto Nacional de la
Seguridad Social (INSS) office. They will
keep one copy and return the other copy
signed and stamped. This copy can now
be used in order to access the healthcare system.
You don’t need to register with a local GP
but be aware this may mean that you’re
not seen by the same doctor every time.
The S1 is valid until the expiry date
shown on the document and you may be
treated as a private patient if the form
has expired and you haven’t got any other right to Spanish State healthcare. If
there isn’t an end date, the document is
valid until the International Pension Centre (IPC) tells Spain that the cover has to
end. When visiting the UK, you will still
be able to access NHS services under
the normal rules. S1 holders should continue to use their UK-issued EHIC when
visiting a third EU Member State.
Where to get more information
If you have any queries about form S1
or health care cover, call +44 191 218
1999 (Monday to Friday: 8am - 5pm,
UK time). For general information and
enquiries regarding healthcare abroad,
check www.dh.gov.uk/travellers.
To find your local INSS office, visit the Direcciones y teléfonos page on the INSS
website. You can find more information
on the health system in your region in
Spain by visiting the webpage of the Autonomous Community you live in.
You will be receiving planned treatment
abroad or are in receipt of UK sickness
or maternity benefit - apply for an S2 form
(previously E112). For more information,
please visit the NHS website
You are a child under the age of 18 and
have no access to healthcare through
your own or your parents means. This is
called ‘La Ley de Minor’ and you apply
through the social worker at your local
health centre.
Please remember - if you do register with
the state health system in Spain, it is important to de-register with your GP in the
UK. Likewise, if you decide to return to
the UK, then you must de-register with
the Spanish authorities.
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Social security: EU takes
action to guarantee care
benefits for Britons abroad
The European Commission has sent a
formal request to
the United Kingdom
to pay care benefits
to Britons – often
pensioners – residing abroad in accordance with its
obligations under EU
law. Under EU rules,
Disability Living Allowance,
Attendance Allowance and
Carer’s
Allowance
are considered ‘sickness cash benefits’,
which UK citizens
resident in another
EU country are also
entitled to receive.
The UK authorities now have two
months to respond
to the request, which
takes the form of a
‘reasoned opinion’
under EU infringement procedures. In
the absence of a sat-

isfactory response
from the UK authorities, the Commission
may refer the matter
to the EU’s Court of
Justice.
The right to live and
work in any other
European country is
a fundamental right
of the EU. As part of
this, the EU guarantees people the right
to social security coverage if they move
elsewhere in Europe.
In the UK system,
Disability Living Allowance,
Attendance Allowance and
Career’s Allowance
are benefits which
provide
protection
for people in need
of personal care and
people who look after them. Under EU
rules on coordination
of social security, UK

ECB Sends Out
the Bailiffs

Sterling hit a 19-month high against the euro
yesterday as investors shunned the single
currency ahead of the closure of the European Central Bank’s emergency one year loan
provision. With a July 1st deadline, banks
have to repay €442bn of borrowed funds in
the biggest amount lent in a single liquidity
operation. Fears that a cash shortfall could
total more than €100bn drove the pounds
value above 1.23 euros. The one year loans
can be rolled over and be replaced with three
month loans at a base rate of 1%.
From the UK, we heard comments from the
MPC’s Fisher supporting the recent decision not to tighten fiscal or monetary policy
in sharp contract to those of Andrew Sentance who has remained hawkish even after
the recent budget. Data was limited to British
mortgage approvals showing an unexpectedly
flat in May while consumer credit increased
£300m. The mixed data could lead the BoE
to maintain a neutral stance over the next
quarter as it aims to encourage a sustainable
recovery.
The euro has hit an all-time low against the
Swiss franc as the funding concerns about

citizens are entitled
to receive these benefits when they are
resident in another
EU country.
However, in some
cases, and contrary
to the principle of
free movement, the
UK applies conditions on residence
for the three benefits. In particular,
among other requirements, the benefits
can be conditional
on the claimant having spent 26 of the
previous 52 weeks
in the UK (past presence test). This effectively contravenes
the provisions of the
EU system for coordinating social security
benefits and infringes the rights of citizens living in another
EU country.

Background
The Court of Justice of the European
Union has ruled (in
case C-299/05 on
18 October 2007)
that Disability Living
Allowance, Attendance Allowance and
Career’s Allowance
count as sickness
cash benefits. They
are therefore exportable according to EU
provisions on coordination of social security (EU Regulation
1408/71 and Regulation 883/04).
Further information
Your social security
rights in the EU
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Highlights
Identity Monday 5th July, 9pm
As identity crime becomes an increasing
problem in people’s lives, this brand new sixpart drama series follows an elite police unit
which investigates the dark side of identity
fraud, including murderers who assume their
victims’ identities and criminals who create
new personas to escape their pasts.
DSI Martha Lawson (Keeley Hawes) is the
dedicated and tough founder of the unit, and
her right-hand man is DI John Bloom (Aidan
Gillen), a maverick figure whose background
in undercover police work means that he
knows first-hand what it is like to pretend to
be someone else.
Gazza’s Tears: The Night That Changed Football Sunday 4th July, 7pm A host of footballing legends and famous faces discuss England’s nail-biting World Cup semi-final match
against West Germany during Italia 90.
Doc Martin. Friday 9th July, 9pm
Another chance to see the fourth series of
ITV’s hit rural comedy drama. In the series
opener, eminent surgeon Dr Martin Ellingham (Martin Clunes) is still practising as a
GP in the tiny Cornish village of Portwenn,
having abandoned a successful surgical career when he became increasingly unable to
stand the sight of blood.

http://ec.europa.eu/
social/main.

the euro zone prompted investors to move
their funds to the safe-haven Swiss currency.
ECB council member Ewald Nowotny said “the
ECB is not considering offering banks another
batch of 12-month loans to replace
those expiring on Thursday”. As a result, market participants may continue to see pressure
on the euro as the debt crisis weighs on the
outlook for future growth. Nevertheless, economic confidence in the Eurozone unexpectedly increased in June, with the index rising to
98.7 from 98.4 in the previous month, while
the gauge for business sentiment held steady
at 0.37.
The U.S dollar gained ground against most
of its major counterparts following the rise
in safe-haven flows as investors scaled back
their appetite for risk. US consumer confidence has also weakened as investors weigh
the prospects for a sustainable recovery in
the world’s largest economy. The Conference
Board’s gauge for household sentiment is expected to fall to 62.5 in June from 63.3 in the
previous month and the ongoing weakness
within the private sector may lead the Fed to
support the economy throughout the secondhalf of the year as Chairman Bernanke maintains a dovish outlook for future policy.
Report by Tim Lewis

The contents of this report are for information purposes only. It is not intended as a recommendation to
trade or a solicitation for funds. Currencies Direct cannot be held responsible for any loss or damages arising from any action taken following consideration of this information.

Contact your Valencian region
For money
office to find out the safe and easy
way to save money on your
transfers or
foreign exchange:
regular payments 965745471
overseas - enjoy & quote ‘Inland Trader’
or email: Quote Ref
our great rates! inlandtrader@currenciesdirect.com
A04113

www.currenciesdirect.com
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S.J Satellites

From Fault Finding
to New Installations

Do you have a 1.9m/2.4m dish then
we can give you ITV/Ch4 coverage
24 hours a day!
Do you have a 1m /1.2m dish?
Then you too could now be watching
Ch4, ITV, Sky 3 and more?
Spanish TDT Over 30 channels.
Films, Sitcoms, Disney all
available in English.
Also Premiership/F1/Rugby and more.

Highlights
The Estate We’re In Ep 1/5
Monday 5 to Friday 9 July 9.15-10.00am
“Super-gran” Silla Carron is back – and she
has a new troubled estate in her sights.
Former recipient of Pride of Britain’s Neighbour Of The Year award, Silla worked tirelessly to make her home, an estate in Camden, North London, a better place to live. By
building rock-solid channels of communication with local councillors and educating her
friends and neighbours about their rights,
Silla managed to turn the estate into a community that the residents were proud to call
their home.

Formula 1 – The British Grand Prix

Sunday 11 July 12.10-2.30pm BBC ONE

BBC PROMS 2010

First Night Of The Proms Friday 16 July
8.00-10.00pm BBC TWO and BBC HD
Jiří Bělohlávek conducts the First Night Of
The PromsKatie Derham introduces the First
Night of the BBC Proms, live from London’s
Royal Albert Hall.

NEW TO WATCHOUT FOR IN JULY
The Silence Ep 1/4 Unplaced

Day and time to be confirmed BBC ONE
Genevieve Barr (front) and Douglas Henshall
star in The SilenceA deaf girl witnesses a
murder and finds herself thrust into the unfamiliar and uncomfortable hearing world and,
unwittingly, into the police investigation, in
this compelling thriller and family drama.
101 Ways To Leave A Gameshow Ep 1/8
Day and time to be confirmed BBC ONE
Steve Jones is the host for 101 Ways To Leave
A Gameshow, an exciting new entertainment
series where, one by one, contestants are
ejected from the show in the craziest and
most outrageous ways possible.

Contact Stephen on
660 288 403.
www.sjsatellites.com
Gandia to Torrevieja and Inland
ALICANTE inc INLAND.
FULLY LEGAL AND REGISTERED

*Installations from €175.00.

T

rader

SERVICES

Tradesmen and Services covering Valencia & Alicante Provinces

Want to save Money?
See page 2

Tel 902733633

www.currenciesdirect.com

Plumbing

Building Tradesman

Ontinyent
& Bocairent
Builders

Bricklaying,Tiling,
Loft conversions,
Extensions,
Carpenter & Joiner

Want something you
can’t buy?
I can make it!

FORMER UK
MARSHALLS
REGISTERED
CONSTRUCTOR
All aspects of building work
and hard landscaping
Portfolio availbale

Stairs,doors.windows,
Furniture & More.
Call Eddie on
962 135 731 or 619 679 873.

Contact Gary
678946301

PLUMBING & HEATING
Central Heating Oil - Gas
All electrical work undertaken
Full re-wires to single sockets
Solar Energy Systems
Supplied, installed
and maintained
Generator repairs and
servicing
Alarm Systems also fitted
All areas covered
24 hour call out
Call Martin: 626870197
Email:mbrelectrical@yahoo.com

P.S SERVICES

Maintenance / Construction

Electrical fault finding & installation
Plumbing
Painting & Decorating
Kitchen installation / reformation

Hot Water Heaters
Boilers fitted & Serviced
Bathroom - Kitchens
Irrigation - water softners
Deposits & Pumps
30 years Experience 7 years in spain
Tel Mike 660784503 /962297363

DETECTING WATER LEAKS
Without destruction ;

To within the nearest centimetre, with the latest equipment
(Detectors+Cameras)
We locate+repair every water leak
inside & outside of buildings and
underground. Tel. 671 092 424

Structural

www.tecfonta.com

Our skilled team offer the following:

Home & Garden

Authorised Dealer

Contact Joe on 676041413
timber.designs@hotmail.com

POOL TECHNICIAN
FOR ALL YOUR POOL NEEDS

Tel: 697626312 / 962200598

Pool Cleaning Contracts

€195 + IVA

Twelve weeks - One Visit every
week for 12 weeks at 25€

Six Months One visit every

Reforms & All Aspects
of Building work
including Electrical
Legally registered in Spain
695427300

Basic box advert
12,50 euros
per month

Need an Extra Pair of Hands ?
I can help......From Light Building
and Painting to General Odd Jobs
or, Just a helping hand.....
Cheap Hourly rate Very Reliable
Chiva, Turis, Macastre,
Montserrat Areas

Call Mark 691235211

CHAIN LINK FENCING
Rigid Perimeter
Fencing & Walls For a free
No Obligation Quote
Please visit

Call Mike

660784503 / 962297363

SWIMMING POOL COVERS

www.Billericky.com
or call 962 384 094
628 613 350

week for 6 months - 26 weeks
at 20€ - Yearly Contracts Availabe
Sand Filter Sevice - Pump
change - Pipework test
Tiling - Regrouting and more

Thermal pool Covers
Heavy Duty Covers
Made to measure

Advertising
ENQUIRES

We also Repair pool covers
Free no obligation quote
12 months Guarantee

Tel 902733622

Email anthonypoolcovers@hotmail.com

advertise@thetraderonline.es

Call Anthony 618451146

Whatever your Trade
Wherever you are
the place to
be seen is in the
THE Trader!
Tel 902733622
DEADLINE TO BOOK ADVERTISING SPACE
FOR THE AUGUST ISSUE IS JULY 23rd

July 2010

www.thetraderonline.es

•

Tel 902733622

Tradesmen and Services throughout Valencia & Alicante Provinces
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Mention the Trader newspaper WHEN RESPONDING TO AN ADVERT

Structural Building
& Tiling & Reforms

C&G

BUILDERS,

REFORMS

All aspects of building work.floors,
roofs,tiling,kitchen,bathrooms fitted.
plumbing, rewires and dry lining.

Removals & Storage

Antiques & jewellery

18m3 Capacity
Speedy Service Assured

European Delivery and Collection
Tel - Spain 0034 962 132 441
Mob - Spain 0034 630 730283
Mob - UK 07903 031 048
Mail - eurovan@hotmail.co.uk

Friendly service,and good on
your pocket.

CONTACT
CHRIS OR GARY.
TEL 965475509
MOB 695427300

Why buy when you can hire

Ring 628252483 for reasonable rates

Materials
TOP SOIL, WASHED GRAVELS,
SAND, BALLAST, TYPE 1, Etc.
Fast and reliable delivery service
covering most areas, reasonable rates.

GENERAL TRANSPORT SERVICES.

Tel 692790377
www.lenasparra.com

– BRACELETS – CHAINS CHARMS - NECKLACES – RINGS
– PENDANTS EVEN BROKEN JEWELLERY OR ODD ITEMS ANY
QUANTITY. BASED NEAR XATIVA BUT COVERING . INLAND
& COASTAL TRADER AREA . CALL NOW TEL/FAX

962132815 OR Mob659835036

PC & Computers

CARS SERVICES

Jaguar Cleaning Services
UK 0044 7766693826

SPAIN UK SPAIN

• 1.5 and 3 ton excavators
• Tippers, trailers, dumpers and motorized
wheelbarrows.
• Generators,pumps,concrete breakers and saws.
• Strimmers,brush-cutters and garden shredders.
• Wide variety of electrical tools.

PRIVATE CASH
BUYER WILL PAY GOOD PRICE FOR ALL YOUR
UNWANTED SOLID GOLD ITEMS:- GOLD COINS

Call Michael 638127717 Xativa

Tool & Plant Hire

Mini Digger Hire
WPH Plant hire

GOLD WANTED

Email, Internet, Wireless setup
Anti virus & spy-ware
Installation and support
Hardware upgrades & backup
Microsoft certified engineer

Legally
Registered
in Spain

Tel 962200170
663350787

General Services

Removals & Deliveries
Regular Trips undertaken

Single items to full truck loads

Industrial-style home vacuum cleaning
De-Spider; De-Dustmite; De-Soot
Recommended especially for asthmatics

Tel: Eugene 680 872 351
Valencia City and Suburbs

BREAKERS YARD
HGV, Vans, Cars, Bikes.
Most vehicle parts in stock.
Vehicle scrappage service.
Free pick-up and transfer.

Call 692790377.

Large Box Trailer available
Large car trailer available to
deliver your car or van safely

Tel 671797151

spainukspain@hotmail.co.uk
www.manwithavan.es

MAN WITH A VAN

Man & Large Van

Removals & Collections, House, Garage & Garden
Clearance Airport runs -All Areas covered
Free Quote, No Obligation

Car repairs on all Makes and Models
Revision - Brakes Oil Leaks - Tracking
- Shock asorbers . Replacement Batteries - Tinted glass - Car Music System
Second Hand Cars for sale.

Hilarious website
addresses revealed
in new book
Would you book a holiday through oldmanshaven.com? Or visit ipwine.com for a bottle of Chardonnay? And would you download music from mp3shits.com?
Much more than a list of funny names,
Slurls is a new book that takes the reader
on a global journey from small-town America to the tea rooms of Britain, with surreal
stopovers, to look at the special charms of
technology and big business.
Andy Geldman discovered the joy of awful
URLs in 2006. Realising he had found his
true calling, he coined the word “slurl” - a
badly named URL, innocently chosen by
a real businesses. Andy set up a website
and devoted all his spare time to hunting
down more gems. The website went on to
draw thousands of visitors from around the
world, bringing in over 75,000 in 2009.
Andy says: “With over a hundred million
websites already registered it’s extremely
unlikely that a business will get their first
choice of address. In fact, they’ll be lucky
to get their second, third or even hundredth choice. There have always been
unintentionally funny names, but the internet takes it to a whole new level. It’s all
because you can’t have a space in your
URL. A business called IT Scrap is fine in
the real world but not so great online with
itscrap.com!”
This fascinating and humorous collection
includes more than a hundred websites
along with relevant facts, observations
and Internet trivia. Chapters cover America, Britain, and the rest of the Englishspeaking world, business and technology,
websites that sound pornographic but
aren’t, hoaxes, and other website names
that aren’t quite true slurls.
Andy Geldman is a self-employed computer programmer and took a break from his
day job to write his first book. When not
collecting slurls, Andy uses his personal
blog Who Ate All The Cookies? to seek out
and celebrate all that is ridiculous in the
world of technology. He lives in London.

Translation Machine, if you don’t
speak Spanish. We have many
satisfied English Customers.
Av. Caballer Ximen De Tovia, 13- Xativa On
the main road along from the Train Station

Tel 961105196/ 622276463

WANTED

Having a Clear Out? Moving
Home? Give us a call, we will take
it off your hands. GOOD PRICES
PAID Any Area throughout the
Costa Blanca
Tel 686198531

STORAGE UNIT
Low Rates
Secure Unit
1 hour from Valenica city
1 hour from Alicante City.
Tel 634153664

Fencing & Gates

Y & H GATES
Excellent quality metal gates.

Made-to-Measure.
Decorative or Plain. All prices include
delivery and fitting.
Cheapest around. Tel: 692790377.

...................................................
CHAIN LINK FENCING

Rigid Perimeter Fencing & Walls For a free No Obligation Quote
please visit www.Billericky.com
or call 962 384 094 / 628 613 350
....................................................................
http://icukfoodssl.yolasite.com

Display advert.
Black & white
60mm x 30mm - 12.50€ 60mm x 45mm - 18.50€
60mm x 60mm - 25.00€ 60mm x 90mm - 33.00€

All prices are per issue based on a min
booking of 3 adverts - plus i.v.a
Email advertise@thetraderonline.es
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EMAIL:

advertise@thetraderonline.es •

Town House Vall De GalPRICE 99,000 euros
Property Exchange considered in
the Chesterfield or Alfreton area
(Derbyshire).
For more details

for the Marketing.

www.thespanishpropertyshop.com
Or contact the owner direct Mrs
Scutt on 96 6406505

100 euros for 6 months
or 200 euros until sold.
We MARKET your property with your
contacts details in print and on the
web.For more information go to

Villa Bellus

BUY DIRECT FROM THE
OWNER

Price: 189,000 euros.
For more details
www.thespanishpropertyshop.com
or contact the owner direct Mr &
Mrs Norwood
(0034) 962293271 - 699758557.

BUY DIRECT FROM THE OWNER For more details
www.thespanishpropertyshop.com

SELL Your Property

Privately and Pay only

BUY DIRECT FROM THE OWNER

Benidorm Apartment

July 2010

Tel 902733622

www.thespanishpropertyshop.com
Email info@thespanishpropertyshop.com
or Tel 618329511

10 metres from Poniente beach with
uninterrupted views acroos the entire bay.Apartment block set in private secure grounds with swimming
pool , lawns , basketball and play
areas. Underground parking space
+ 2 individual locked store rooms. (
Further parking space and 2 stores
available if required)90m2 Lounge
with panoramic window views of sea
, large sun terrace , kitchen 2 bedrooms and bathroom.
Fantastic Investment opportunity
rarely available in this residential
block - 320,000€

MAGNIFICENT DETACHED
VILLA / Pla De Corals

BUY DIRECT FROM THE
OWNER

Price: 490,000 euros.
For more details
www.thespanishpropertyshop.com
or contact the owner direct
618329511
Set in plot of 5000m2 with 497m2
of construction.
•

or contact the owner direct Pauline 634153664

Xativa – Farmhouse
Substantially reduced
for quick sale originally
345,000 –
Now 285,000€

www.thespanishpropertyshop.com

Contact Owner Direct
Tel 634153664
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

BUY DIRECT FROM
THE OWNER

Price: 249,000 euros.
Mortgage available
For more details
www.thespanishpropertyshop.
com
or contact the owner direct

3 Bedrooms
Reception
Lounge
American style
kitchen with
Island
Pool Bar.
Office, Garages
Store. 2 pools

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Outstanding interrupted views
across the local countryside. Fully fenced with automatic gates
and rear entrance.
Large parking area with automated garage for 2 cars.
Multiple green houses , fitted
with solar and water systems,
Mains power throughout in addition to a solar energy installation
system.
PVC windows with persianas and
wrought iron grills.
Swimming Pool.
Sweeping staircase to upper
American style lounge / kitchen
and dining room , leading to large
double bedroom with a huge en
suite bathroom , 2 W.C´s and
dressing area.
Conservatory.
Easliy adapt to a country restaurant or hotel.

BUY DIRECT FROM THE OWNER

Catalunya. Semi -Detached Bungalow
PRICE 160,000 euros
Two Bedrooms, Swimming Pool,
Attractive Garden. 400 sqm Plot.
For more details view
www.thespanishpropertyshop.com
Or contact the owner direct
Alan Richardson

RODA GOLF & BEACH RESORT MURCIA

(0034) 977270968 or 627008302

BUSINESS PROPERTY FOR SALE OR FOR LET

BUY DIRECT FROM
THE OWNER

For Sale HISTORIC XATIVA SHOP

Business premises and living accommodation for
sale in the sought after historic quarter of Xativa. Situated in a busy pedestrian street en route to the twice
weekly Xativa market. Rare freehold opportunity and
is suitable for multiple purposes. The property offers
50m2 over 4 floors. In need of total refurbishment
but we are informed the roof has been replaced within the last 3 years.

Price: 270,000 euros.
For more details
www.thespanishpropertyshop.
com
or contact the owner direct
Tel Vincens 696 476 429

BUY DIRECT FROM THE OWNER
www.thespanishpropertyshop.com

Resale opportunity of a 3 bedroom home with 2 bathrooms
and private terrace. Floor area
of 95 m². Ground floor property
with private underground car
park and storage room included
in the price. Communal swimming pools and lifts.

or contact the owner direct 618329511

FOR RENT

INDUSTRIAL UNIT IN XATIVA, poligono Cami
As seen in A place in the Sun

Estret, Near Eroski, 2 elevatiing doors, 400m2
1400 euos a month Tel 696476429

www.thespanishpropertyshop.com

July 2010

www.thetraderonline.es

•

Tel 902733622
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Telecoms: new measures to counter data roaming bill
shocks from 1 July; lower roaming call price caps
frequently asked questions
From 1 July 2010, EU roaming rules
will:
Protect consumers from ‘bill shocks’ when
they surf the internet with their mobile phones
or laptops when abroad in the EU by introducing a cut-off mechanism once the bill reaches
€50 (excl. VAT). Consumers can select a different cut-off limit or opt out of this bill shock
safeguard entirely. Operators will be obliged
to send a message (SMS, e-mail or pop-up
message) to customers informing them of
how much it will cost to surf the net via their
mobile devices when they use roaming services and an alert message warning customers when they have used 80% of their agreed
limit.
Further reduce prices for mobile roaming calls.
On 1 July price caps for mobile roaming calls
will fall from €0.43 to €0.39 for calls made in
another EU country and from €0.19 to €0.15
for calls received in another EU country (per
minute and excluding VAT).
Reduce the wholesale cap that operators are
allowed to charge each other for data roaming from €1 to €0.80 per MB downloaded.
This should lead to lower consumer prices
for surfing the web with a mobile phone while
abroad, as savings at wholesale level should
be passed on by operators to consumers.
Ensure that consumers are not charged for receiving a text message when they roam alerting them that a new voice mail has arrived,
but consumers will continue to be charged for
listening to their voice mail messages.

Data roaming

What is the data-roaming cut-off safeguard?
The cut-off limit helps to protect consumers
from bill-shocks. For example, in 2009 a German traveller downloaded a TV programme
while roaming in France and faced a bill of
some €46 000. In another recent example,
a UK student was reported as receiving a bill
of almost €9 000 for data roaming during a
single month while studying abroad.
This can no longer occur as the cut-off will
come into effect after €50 (or another limit
if the customer has chosen an alternative
limit), unless the client explicitly chooses to
go above the limit when they receive the alert
message that they have used 80% of their
agreed limit.
This limit was introduced by the EU’s updated
roaming rules in July 2009 (see IP/09/1064
and MEMO/09/309). Since 1 March 2010,
mobile operators have been obliged to offer their clients a facility ensuring that data
roaming bills will not go above a specified limit
without the customer’s explicit consent. From
1st July 2010, operators are obliged to set an
automatic cut-off limit of €50 (excl. VAT) per
month for customers who have not chosen
a different limit, but customers continue to
be able to choose a cut-off limit at any level
they like (i.e. it does not have to be €50). (see
IP/10/215)
Customers receive an alert message warning them when they have used 80% of their
agreed limit, for example €40. They are also
informed of how they can continue data roaming beyond their agreed price limit if they want
to.
The operator must disconnect the data service if the consumer does not indicate that
they want to carry on surfing the web beyond
the capped safeguard limit.
Customers can also opt out and tell their
operators they do not want to use the dataroaming safeguard facility.

Will it become even cheaper to surf
the web when abroad in the future?

Thanks to the new rules on data roaming, the
maximum wholesale price that operators are
allowed to charge each other for each MB
down or uploaded falls from 1st July 2010

to €0.80. This will fall again to €0.50 in July
2011. This should lead to lower consumer
prices for surfing the web with a mobile phone
while abroad, as savings at wholesale level
should be passed on by operators to customers.
The new cut off limit facility will also make consumers more aware of the price they pay for
surfing the internet or checking their emails
while abroad, and so increase the incentive
for them to shop around for the best deal.

fail to fulfil their obligations.
Calls
Do the new rules mean even lower What is an EU Regulation? Does it
have to be implemented nationally?
prices for phone calls while abroad?

Since 1 July 2009, operators are obliged to
send an automatic message to their customers when they enter another EU country with
their mobile phone or laptop. The message
can be sent as a text message, an e-mail or a
pop-up window on the computer, for example.
The message must inform consumers that
they are roaming and give them basic information about the charges that apply for using their phone or computer to surf the web.
(Similarly, operators must send their customers a message informing them of the charges
applied for making and receiving phone calls
and sending text messages when in another
Member State).
Operators must deliver this information free
of charge, and in an easy to understand format, when the consumer starts using data
roaming services.
Mobile operators must give examples of how
much it costs to use different data roaming
services, by saying roughly how much data
would be involved to send an e-mail, upload a
picture or surf the web. This helps customers
to understand how much it costs to use data
roaming services and to help them monitor
their expenditure.
Consumers can tell their mobile operator if
they do not want to receive these messages.

Will I be charged per second, or per
minute, for the calls I make or receive
when roaming?

How can I find out what I will pay for
roaming data services while abroad?

If I have a bundled package, how I will
be informed about the data roaming?

Under the EU roaming rules, the cut-off safeguard applies to money spent on data roaming services alone. If a customer has chosen
a bundled package, which for example combines phone calls, SMS and data services for
an “all-in” monthly fee, but has not placed a
specific limit on data services, then the operator does not have to send a warning message.
However in all other cases, where there is an
agreed financial limit for expenditure specifically on data roaming services, including the
€50 default cut-off limit, the operator must
provide a warning when the user reaches
80% of the agreed limit.

How the will of €50 data roaming limit
apply in EU countries outside the eurozone?

The data-roaming safeguard limit applies in
all EU countries. For non-eurozone countries,
the amount will be calculated based on the
exchange rate published in EU’s Official Journal as of 1 June 2010.

Why are only wholesale tariffs for data
services regulated?

The EU’s updated (1 July 2009) roaming rules
introduced a cap per MB down- or uploaded
to eliminate the very high wholesale charges
for data services. When the amended EU’s
roaming rules were proposed, data services
were considered to be an emerging service
and the Commission did not find it appropriate to regulate these prices at retail level.
However, the Commission considers that the
savings at wholesale level should be passed
on to customers and that operators should
offer lower prices to their customers. In any
event, the Commission will continue to monitor the end-user prices of data services to ensure that operators pass on these savings to
roaming customers.

Yes. From 1 July 2010, under the Eurotariff,
it will cost no more than €0.39 per minute to
make a phone call from your mobile phone
when abroad (down from €0.43). The price
cap will fall again to €0.35 as of 1 July 2011
(all prices per minute, excluding VAT).
It is also much cheaper to receive a call: only
€0.15 per minute (down from €0.19). This
price cap will be lowered to €0.11 on 1 July
2011 (all prices per minute, excluding VAT).

The rules introduced on 1 July 2009 ensure
that EU consumers are billed per-second after
the first 30 seconds for roamed calls made
and from the very first second for calls received while abroad.
The European Regulators Group, the body
which gathered all heads of telecoms regulators in Europe (now the Body of European
Regulators of Electronic Communications,
BEREC), found that under per-minute billing,
customers were paying 24% more than the
minutes they actually used to make calls, and
19% more for calls they received.
This surcharge has been reduced by more
than half for calls made and completely eliminated for calls received. Thanks to EU roaming rules, customers are only billed for services they actually use.

Will I still be charged for checking
my voicemail when abroad? At what
price?

According to the EU roaming rules, from 1 July
2010 operators will not be allowed to charge
their customers for receiving a voicemail
while roaming. Users should not have to pay
for these messages since they cannot control their duration or their receipt. However,
customers can be charged for listening to the
voice mail messages, in line with their tariff
plan.

Text messages
How much will it cost as of July 1 to
send text messages from abroad?

Prices for sending text messages will remain
at €0.11 per message (excluding VAT). Receiving an SMS in another country will remain free
of charge.

What is roaming?

Whenever you travel abroad and make or
receive a mobile phone call, send text messages (SMS – Short Message Services) or
download data (for electronic mails, surfing
the web, photos, music, films) from the internet using a mobile connection, you are roaming. You are roaming on a mobile network of a
foreign network operator because your home
provider does not offer the service in the
country in which you are travelling. For providing this service, the foreign network operator
will charge your home operator. This charge,
known as the wholesale charge, is passed on
to you at a different rate, sometimes and particularly before the introduction of the roaming rules, at a surprisingly high one.
What do I do if my operator does not respect
my rights under EU roaming rules?
If you think your operator does not respect
your rights under EU roaming rules (for example, they do not alert you when you reach
80% of your monthly data roaming limit, or
overcharge you for roaming calls), you should
complain to your national telecommunications regulator. These national regulators are
responsible for ensuring compliance with the
EU roaming rules in their own Member State
and for imposing effective, dissuasive and
proportionate penalties on any operators that

EU Regulations are legal acts that are directly
applicable in the 27 EU Member States after their publication in the Official Journal of
the European Union. Unlike an EU Directive,
an EU Regulation does not need to be implemented into national law, but is a law applicable throughout the EU after publication.
EU Regulations are thus instruments to
achieve swift and uniform solutions at EU
level.
The EU Roaming Regulation specifically applies to mobile operators in the EU. It is monitored by national regulatory authorities in the
EU Member States and the European Commission itself.
The Regulation was based on a proposal from
the Commission to the European Parliament
and the Council, both of which agreed to its
establishment and determine its coming into
force.

Why was an EU Regulation necessary?

The European Commission proposed the first
Regulation on roaming (that entered into
force in 2007) because national telecoms
regulators were unable to tackle the problem
on their own. Roaming is a cross-border service and national regulators only had the tools
to tackle the problem of wholesale prices at
national level. They could only limit the prices
operators in their country charged operators
in other countries for the use of their network.
Both in 2007 and in 2009, the European
Commission tried to avoid having to propose
a Regulation to the European Parliament and
the EU’s Council of Ministers. Operators were
called upon to voluntarily bring prices down.
However, prices continued to remain too high
limiting the effective Single Market in digital
communications. For that reason, the Commission proposed the initial Regulation and
later an amendment to extend its scope to
SMS and data roaming.
The legality of the Roaming Regulation was
confirmed on 8 June 2010 by the Court of
Justice of the European Union (Case C-58/08)
(see MEMO/10/242). The Court ruling confirmed the Commission’s view that the Regulation has a correct legal basis (the Treaty’s
rules to ensure the correct functioning of the
EU’s Internal Market), is essentially proportionate to the objective of protecting consumers against high charges and is justified on
grounds of subsidiarity (the same objective
could not have been reached without a common approach at EU level).

What will happen after the current
Roaming Regulation expires in 2012?

The Commission wants to achieve a competitive Single Market for telecommunications services. This is why the Digital Agenda
for Europe indicates that the difference in
tariffs between roaming and home-country
mobile-phone calls should approach zero by
2015 (see IP/10/581, MEMO/10/199 and
MEMO/10/200).
For more information please visit the European Commission’s roaming website:
http://ec.europa.eu/roaming

www.authoriseddealerspain.com

Tel 902733633
BT MOBILE/ BT LANDLINE / BT ADSL
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Fabio 5/4 To Get The Sack - 5/1 Video
Technology At Next World Cup
www.spanishfootballsports.blogspot.com
FC BARCELONA TRANSFER GOSSIP 2010 | OZIL ROBINHO
MASCHERANO?
SPANISH FOOTBALL Clubs
keeps working away for
next season while the
World Cup takes all the
spotlight. After surfing the
web & checking the Spanish Sports press I pick out
these news pieces that
although enter the rumour
category they should´nt
surprise anyone. The
South African World Cup is
afterall the biggest showcase of “Football Product”
& German 21 year old International midfielder OZIL
has apparently caught the
eye of FC BARCELONA. According to English newspapers – picked up locally
by the Barcelona Sporting
papers – FC Barcelona
has shown interest & join
other Clubs Chelsea FC,
Arsenal & Manchester

City in attempting to get
the young palyer over to
Barça.
Local Spanish daily “AS”
even gives details of the
offer: 2 players Hleb &
Henrique plus offer WERDER BREMEN a one year
loan of Ozil. That is, Barça
buys now & allows the
youngster to continue developing his Football at
his current Club to later
incorporate into the Barça
squad for the 2011- 2012
season.
Staying with FC BARCELONA & the transfer gossip circulating the European market, the Spanish
Club has apparantly made
MANCHESTER CITY A
22M€ offer for Brazilian
International ROBINHO.

Plus FC BARCELONA has
made a preliminary offer
of 25M€ to LIVERPOOL
FC for Argentine International midfielder JAVIER
MASCHERANO. Apparently the player is determined
to play only for Barça if
his current Club favours
the move due to their economic difficulties.
Therefore stay tuned for
developments, as these
“news flashes” are just
RUMOURS & SPECULATIONS; try keeping all this
in mind before getting too
excited with these reports.
By the way, if FC Barcelona
is making offers for Robinho, what about the reported almost shut transfer of
Valencia CF & Spanish International Juan Mata?

William Hill, who made Fabio 7/4 to be gone by midnight after the match, are already
betting on Capello’s successor, and make Harry Redknapp 7/4 favourite. ‘We go 1/3
that the next England manager will be English’ said William Hill spokesman Tony Kenny .’and if not, the FA should at least make sure that he can speak fluent English.’
WILLIAM HILL OFFER 5/1 THAT FIFA WILL INTRODUCE GOALLINE TECHNOLOGY TO
THE NEXT WORLD CUP. ‘It is irrelevant now and England’s second half display did not
suggest it would have made much difference, but the disallowed goal was so blatant
that FIFA will not be able to brush this under the carpet’ said Hill’s spokesman Tony
Kenny ‘Thierry Henry’s hand ball against Ireland should have lead to video technology
being introduced, but Sepp Blatter seems to be as stubborn as a mule when it comes
to this issue.’
HILLS ARE 5/4 THAT CAPELLO IS GONE BY THE END OF THE WORLD CUP.
HILLS OFFER 1/3 THE NEXT MANAGER WILL BE ENGLISH, 9/4 NOT.
WILLIAMHILL.COM - NEXT PERMANENT ENGLAND MANAGER
Harry Redknapp..7/4
Roy Hodgson..7/2
Stuart Pearce..7/1
Martin O’Neill..10/1
Jose Mourinho..12/1
Sam Allardyce ...12/1
Arsene Wenger...14/1
Roy Hodgson..7/2
Harry Redknapp..7/4
Steve Bruce.. 16/1
Mark Hughes...16/1
Sven Goran Erikkson ... 16/1
Guus Hiddink..20/1
Alan Shearer...25/1
David Beckham...33/1
Others on request

REAL MADRID | ANGEL DI MARIA SIGNS FOR 6 YEARS

Spanish sports daily “AS” makes the announcement: Argentine International & BENFICA player ANGEL DI MARIA has signed for REAL MADRID for the next six years. The
22 year old winger has been transferred after Benfica agreed to a 25M€ offer by
Real Madrid for the player to incorporate himself as of next season. The announcement was made on the Real Madrid website.

U-17 FEMALE SPANISH
NATIONAL FOOTBALL TEAM
WINS 2010 EUROPEAN TITLE
The South African World Cup & the SPAIN
FOOTBALL TEAM are taking the spotlight
in the area of Spanish Football. However,
there an is equally important & great
news to announce from the FEMALE
SPANISH NATIONAL FOOTBALL TEAM,
specifically at the U-17 level, whom have
proclaimed themselves the 2010 EUROPEAN CHAMPIONS.
SPAIN defeated IRELAND in the penalty shoot-out of the Final finishing 0-0 after extratime to take the FEMALE EURO U-17 Title. The Spanish goalkeeper DOLORES GALLARDO stopped two penalties to give Spain its first ever U-17 Euro Female title. Congratulations to the girls, lets hope this is an omen for the men’s Team in South Africa!

England Team jokes are out already!!!!

S

plit up with the misses last night. She said I think about football more
than I think about her. I was devastated, I’ ve been with her 19 seasons.
t this morning’s training session, Rooney gets the ball and dribbles
round Ashley Cole, Shaun Wright Phillips, Emile Heskey, Rio Ferdinand
and Jermaine Defoe.......Fabio Capello shakes his head and shouts
“cones Wayne, I said the bloody cones”
he England World Cup players visited an orphanage in South
Africa this morning. “It’s so good to put a smile on the faces
of people constantly struggling and facing the impossible” said
Jamal Umboto aged 6.
xo are to produce a new cube it will be white with a red
cross on it, they will call it “the laughing stock”
ll future televised England matches haved been
moved to the Gay Adult channel. Apparently, the
sight of 11 arseholes frequently getting hammered
for 90 minutes is too explicit for normal TV.
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From Alisa Gardiner

Increase your chances
of winning a share of
Euromillions jackpot by

3.600%

The Trader has recently affiliated with a British lottery syndicate management firm and we are inviting you, our readers
to join us and take advantage of their e-lottery syndicate system which to date has won more than 3 million pounds!
Compared to entering the draw individually it is well known
that syndicates fair better where the Lottery is concerned.

Benifits
BEAT THE ODDS - INCREASES CHANCE OF WINNING A
JACKPOT SHARE IN THE LOTTO BY 733%
AND IN THE EUROMILLIONS BY EVEN MORE
A STAGGERING 3.600%
e-LOTTERY HAS BEEN AROUND FOR 6 YEARS
SO YOU CAN HAVE COMPLETE PEACE OF MIND.
IT´S THE EASIER AND SMATER WAY TO PLAY THE LOTTERY
BUT DON´T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT CHECK IT OUT FOR YOURSELF

www.traderlotto.com
www
.traderlotto.com
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JAVEA
GREEN
BOWLS
CLUB
It was with great shock

and sadness that we
report that our friend
and fellow bowler,
Harry Bishop passed
away on Thursday 10
June. Our condolences at this sad time
are sent to his wife,
Pauline and family.
His laughter and happy smile will truly be
missed by us all.
There is a friendly
but highly competitive rivalry between
Javea Green Bowls
Club and Benitachell
Bowls Club, and on
Wednesday 9 June,
the opportunity was
there for the “boys”
at both Clubs playing
on this occasion at
Benitachell to try to

www.thetraderonline.es
gain the advantage
in the first of the two
legged
competition
for The Walton Cup.
Meanwhile, the ladies
were at Javea Green
playing their first leg
for the coveted Rose
Bowl.
Javea Green “boys”
will now be seeking
revenge in the second leg at their home
ground to redress the
situation, which currently sees them trailing by 38 points and
the ladies will be at
Benitachell to make
up their 9 points deficit. A daunting task,
but we shall see!
For greater detail of
the above reports &
for more information
about our Club, see
the excellent Javea
Green website at
http://javeagreenbowls.wikidot.com

Levante Golf Society Captain’s
Charity Day
The day’s competition was sponsored
by Oliva Nova with
the top three being
presented with a
cup, a complimentary round of golf
and a bottle of wine.
The prizes presentation was made the
following evening at
the Charity Barbecue
also held at Oliva
Nova in the Albatross Bar. Together
with other fund-raising events the total
raised was €1,100
for the benefit of
the Preventorio Infantil Real of Gandia
which provides care
for children not given
state support.
What a super day it
was for such a good
cause! Fine weather
blessed the event,
with enough breezes
to keep cool but not
enough to be a challenge when playing.
As we have become
used to, the course
was in excellent condition. The format
was a strokesford
which is new to the
Society,
although
played often by other societies. This
format was popular
with the competitors
so let’s hope that it
will be used again.
There were a lot of
good scores with just
2 separating the first
6 places. Anne Edwards was winner of
the Oliva Nova Challenge Cup with the
lower handicap scoring a par 18 off a
playing handicap of
11 and second was
Alan Overton off 31.
The next four competitors all scored 19
so placings were decided on handicap,
with the lowest Mike

Cuerdon was third off
8, followed by Susan
Hughes fourth (off
18), Michael Harding
fifth (off 26) and Rob
Westlands sixth (off
30). Both Anne and
Mike were playing off
their new low handicaps so particularly
well done to them!
The winner of the
Guests’ prize was
Lynne Harrison with
a score of 21 off a
handicap of 33, and
second was Andrew,
her husband, with
22 off 15.
Nearest the pin on
the 3rd was Peter
Hunt, on the 11th
was Darryl Mason
and on the 16th was
Anne Edwards, who
in fact was also nearest on another hole
but is only allowed
the one under Society rules.
The twos pot was
shared
between
Anne Edwards and
Michael
Harding.
Maybe the event
should have been
called the Anne Edwards Benefit! Well
done Anne for making a clean sweep.
The next competition
will be an individual
Stableford counting
towards Player of
the year to be held
on 9th July at Bonalba. Anyone wanting to play at any of
our events can do
so by telephoning on
669 351 043 or by
making contact via
the website at www.
levantegolfsociety.
com.

El Cid

Gender Trophy
Well it was certainly worth the
week’s wait. Last Friday the
fortyeight sexually separated
El Cid members battled it
out, contesting the one hundred and eight ends of the
second leg of the Gender Trophy. Although the first leg had
yielded a three rink apiece
result, the Gentlemen were
confident in carrying forward
a sixteen shot advantage into
this match. However, halfway through the match, the
ladies were ahead on every
rink. with the Gents performing like an England Soccer
team. The stentorian tones
of the Captain rang out over
the green, politely requesting
a tad more effort from the
chaps, which resulted in an
upping of their game and a
short head victory of one single shot overall on the day.
Ladies Captain Sara Hamer
attempted to claim victory
having had three winning
rinks on each leg plus a

•

Tel 902733622

drawn game, but, rules is
rules, so
Captain Derek Shaw lifted
the trophy at the end of the
day despite having had only
five winning rinks and a draw,
but a greater shot score, over
the two legs. Truly a wonderfully close encounter.
And perhaps a lesson to be
remembered for our forthcoming second leg of the
Friendship Cup against Javea
Green next week. With five
out of the six rinks winning
in the first leg at home last
week, we carry forward a
twentyseven shot start on
Monday, but we will need to
get out of the starting blocks
running if we want to maintain our lead to the end.
By the time you have read
this the Great and the Good
will have visited us this week
in search of the €1000 prize
money on offer, and our
league captains for the forthcoming season may well have
had their preliminary meeting
to discuss the allocation of

Pego Golf Society
As a result of significant overnight precipitation, coupled with a none too optimistic
weather forecast, our scheduled
Presidents Cup was postponed till next week
as our original entry numbers were decimated by the withdrawal of some 16 fair weather
golfers. True to forecast, we had some heavy
showers and a couple of downpours resulting
in even more not so hardy souls ending their
(obviously not very good) rounds prematurely,
but the prizes were fought for tooth and nail
by the remaining stalwarts resulting in some
excellent scores considering the atrocious
(normal British/Irish summer?) conditions.

Northern and Winter League
players. Ee, it’s all go , even
in the close season !!
El Cid is situated on the
Pedreguer to Orba road next
to the famous caves. If you
have a mind to start, or restart playing Bowls, or maybe
just fancy finding out what attracts so many people to take
up the sport, come along and
see us on any Club morning
(Tuesdays/ Thursdays/ or
Sundays).

You will always find a welcome at El Cid.
El Del
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Levante Golf Society

Peter Hunt, the 2009 captain of Levante
Golf Society (LGS), presented a donation of
€1,500 to Maite Marti, the director of the
Raquel Paya School in Denia, which is for
young people with special needs. The money
had been raised by members during Peter’s
year of captaincy.
The Raquel Paya School has over 50 pupils
between the ages of 3 and 20 all of whom
have learning difficulties, and many of whom
require physical assistance in order to carry
out simple tasks. Also, they have some infants from only a few months old for a few
hours a week. The objective is simply to enhance their quality of life. This is achieved
by having programmes geared to individual
needs which may require specialized resources and equipment.
The school is funded by the state, but always
more money is wanted to provide additional
resources that they would like to have, so
they have to rely upon donations for these
extras.
Last year LGS presented €1,200 to pay for a
special bicycle which assists the user to exercise and improve co-ordination, and this has
turned out to be very popular with the children. The 2009 donation of €1,500 will be
put towards a project that is expected to cost
between €7,000 and €8,000 which is for a
special ‘light room’ to provide visual stimulation by using lasers and other light sources.

Fifth – Donna ‘same old, same old’ Green also with
34 points but off a slightly higher 13.7
Sixth – Stuart ‘you can talk to a fade (but have to
shout at a slice)’ Butler with 33 points off 15.9

Next week’s competition is the re-scheduled
President’s Cup and will be at Oliva Nova on
Tuesday, June 22nd with the first tee time at
8:50, registration at 8:15.
Details may be found on our website, the address of which is www.pegogolfsociety.net.
(Don’t forget to check the play list on Friday to
make sure your name is included if you want
to play!)

Aaron and behind Aaron, from left to right, are Peter Hunt (2009 Captain of LGS), Maite Marti (Director of Raquel Paya School), Miguel (who is in charge
of physical education) and Aaron’s supervisor.

Now Open
Country Gardens is Back! Bigger and Better
See our new Hanging Basket area

Our Captain, Brian West, tendered his apologies for not staying to present the prizes as he
had some domestic duties to perform, but his
Vice Captain, Jim Gillies, proved a very able
(some said preferable!) substitute. Jim called
on Ronnie Webb to announce the winners of
the 2’s competition and he informed us that
there were two 2’s, both on the 16th, with Ian
Robertson and Jim Gillies sharing the pot.
Due to the paucity of players, the Balls in the
Water competition was cancelled.
The Nearest the Pins prizes were won on the
3rd by Ronnie Webb (what, no 2?) and on the
16th by Jim Gillies.
There was one Summer Knockout match this
week, and both players should be congratulated for braving the conditions, with Trevor
Baker being sent back to the UK with his tail
between his legs having lost to Stu Butler (in
a very slow four ball!) by 3 & 1.
The winner of this week’s competition was
not at all surprising (although he admitted to
being a little surprised) given that he plays in
these conditions most of the time when he’s
back home in Dublin. The list of prize winners
this week is as follows:
Winner – Donal ‘finally listening to his mentor’
Murphy with an excellent 37 stableford points off
a handicap of 18.3
Runner up – Martin ‘always a pleasure to play with’
Gates with a very good score of 35 points off 7.4
Third – Barry ‘winning’s becoming a habit’ Levett,
also with 35 points but off a higher handicap of
15.5
Fourth – Colin ‘not too much to complain about today’ Davies with 34 points off 12.7
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Many items at HALF PRICE
Tables and Chairs 30% reductions
Indoor Vases buy 1 get 1 free
Outdoor pots buy 2 get second half price.
Patio Heaters were 210 € Now 109 €
Solar Lighting Massive reductions
Water Features 20% off

ENGLISH SHOP

Country Coffee Shop
•

Cream Teas

•

Toasted Teacakes

•

Light Snacks

•

Come along relax and enjoy

NEW OPENING HOURS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heinz Beans only 55c
Cheaper that UK
English Bread 1.49 €
Pataks Sauces 1.99 €
Good selection of Frozen foods
Households products
Wonderful selection of greeting
cards
Chocolates sweets and crisps

OPEN 5 DAYS A WEEK
MONDAY TO FRIDAY
10 am / 2pm
Closed Saturday & Sunday
Need inspiration for your garden try
Country Gardens Landscape
& design service.

MINI DIGGER AND
DRIVER FOR HIRE

Shop 965825754

Mobile 639590102

T

rader

Classifieds

Tel 902733633

FREE CLASSIFIEDS under 500€
MAX 25 WORDS PER ADVERTISER
Over 25 words excess charged at 15 c/pw
Email advertise@thetraderonline.es
Goods over 500€, cars motor bikes, boats trailers etc etc
Business related, property for sale or for rent 20 cents c/pw

Tel 902733622

FOR SALE

ONE BENCH GRINDER
25€, Heavy polisher /grinder 15, Heavy duty polisher
10 7” circular saw 20€, Elu
Router 40€, Block sander
20€, D/A sander 20€.
Heavy duty drill 20€, Sheet
metal cutter 20€, Biscuit
jointer 40€, New 7 inch circular saw 40€, Pro-Router
50€, Jig-saw & sander kit
40€, H/D socket set 15€,Air
nail gun 25€, Glue gun 5€,
Glue gun set 7€, Dremel
finishing sander 25€, Dado
saw kit 20€, Router table
with router 100€, Sliding compound mitre saw
100€, Travel cot in good
condition 25€, 2 child car
seats @ 25€ each, 1 push
chair 15€, For details and
directions Tel 962129686,
(Montroy area) Ref JULY
PRO MAX 6000 Generator, As new, Cost
1600€, Sell for 850€. Tel
660937281 Ref Jul
FOLDING BED SINGLE
15€ Treadle Exercise machine 40€. Double Reja’s
198cm X 138wide possible double gates 50€ Single Reja 140cm X 135cm
Black 30€ Tel: 962386126
M: 690381084 Ontinyent.
“4 PIECE SUITE, ideal
for outside terrace, consisting 2 seater sofa, 2 chairs
and glass topped coffee
table. 100€. 962117853,
Lliria area”
DOUBLE PINE wardrobe/ slidind doors & two
drawers 55€, J.M.L. Steam
cleaner 40€ Tel 96 284
3919
PULL OUT kitchen cupboard mechanism, suits
a 400mm wide tall unit
(2000mm tall) cost new
€120.00. ideal and modern
storeage method, €60.00
KEEP FIT TREAD MILL,
onboard computer, little
use, bargain at only €25.00.
Tel 687954437 (Montserrat)
STEEL PATIO Set Blue 6
Piece,4 chairs,glass top table 80cm diameter,parasol
180cm. Brand new still
packaged.90euro Xativa
area 962132441
COMPASS 28 Inflatable Dinghy 2.7M x 1.2M,
wooden floor, 3 persons,
with oars, transport bags
and 3Hp Evinrude outboard
& manual Will fit on roof
rack. 300€ Tel.620100269
Llira
2 PINE UK single beds and
Pine Master fully sprung
mattresses hardly used
with duvets and bedlinen
as new. €100. Tel: 965
978874 / 6696151
Pool Table As New only
used twice. cost 1000€.
Would like 400.00€ Buyer
collects. Tel 962126024

Monserrat-Turis area.
3X ORANGE GAS bottles
8€ each or 3 for 20€ Oliva.
Computer/office
chair.
Swivel, Casters, fully adjustable. Black.35€ Oliva.
Medion 14inch stereo TV.
Black. Excellent sound
& Picture. 15€ Oliva. Tel
670834068
TAVER GAS FRIDGE
vgc 250€, Eectric Halogen hob new 200€, Electolux Inspire washing machine used once 250€ Tel
667025910 Biar area.
POOL PUMP AND FILTER unit for pools without
built in systems. Two years
old. Cost 1000€. 300€ ono.
Ontinyent. 679800327
DUAL LNB FOR 2.4M
DISH. Unused and still in
box 50€ White metal access
gate. make me an offer. nd
progs. Tel 627180542
2
HONDA
250CC
SCOOTERS SPAZIO 70€,
Foresight 90€, for spares
not run for 3 years. clear for
150€. PEGO 693468261
INVALID
ELECTRIC
scooter for sale. Battery
operated. In good all-round
working condition. No
longer required. 500€.
Tel 977477367
.........................................
MAHOGANY GLASS
cabinet with 3glass shelves
& lighting110€, Double
pine
wardrobe,sliding
doors & 2 drawers 85€, 2
wrought iron chairs-soft &
table 105€. Tel 962843919
4 SEATER CORNEr
unit settee with pooffe
modern style can be used
separate excelent condition 200 euros Castilla, Tel
655133131
BRAND NEW swimming
pool180€, Satalate dish 1.9,
200€, 2 adult bikes 80€
2electric heaters 80€. Tel
962134823
GENTS ROAD cycle 16
speed index gears new
spare tyre pump water bottle helmet choice of pedals
tripmetre vgc €120.00 mobile 615320405
LASER 4.2M sailing
boat. Needs tiller and the
odd bits. Boat is fine. “No
Trailer.” Bargain at 375€.
Tel 965977015
ROLLS SOLAR Batteries x 4 Ser4000 S530 6v.
2 years old. Guarantee in
force. €250 each. Sold together. Tel.689170226.
LARGE
DESIGNER
Curved Glass Shower
Screen, white curved tray,
end panel, shelves, wooden
duck board, never installed,
cost £250. €175 ono. Tel
689170226
2 PINE UK single beds
and Pine Master fully
sprung mattresses hardly

used with duvets and
bedlinen as new. €100.
Tel: 965 978874/669 61 51
85 (Pinoso).
.........................................
HEAVY ROTORVATOR
GWO 175€, Generator 4kv
vgc 250€, Petrol waterpump water filter system.
vgc 150€, 2 SCOOTERS
good cond 1 aprilia 1 peugeot 350€, Tel 608818477.
SKY DIGIBOX, Pace
DS430N, 70€, 1 metre
dish 25€. DVD player 20€.
Electric stove 55€. Tel
962831578 Piles.
3 SECTION ALUMINIUM ladder 3.6m extends to
9m new price over 400€
good condition 150€, Tel
693468261.
THREE INTERNAL light
wood doors. 72 x 203cm,
72 x 201cm (half glazed),
72 x 185cm, including
furniture. 30€ each. Tel:
687628854.
A PAIR OF LEFT HAND
Drive (dip to right) headlamps for a Landrover Discovery 1994-98. 100€. Tel
696227339
TRAILER, As New, German, STEMA GmbH, Galvanised, Suspension, Jockey, Frame, Cover, Mounted
spare wheel (€950 in 2009)
John (Xativa) 634157206
BLACK LEATHER 3
SEAT sofa 100€, Karcher
pressure washer 30€, 2
brown leatherette bean
chairs 40€ Tel 696141493
Albaida
ROLLS SOLAR Batteries x 4 Ser4000 S530 6v.
2 years old. Guarantee in
force. €250 each. Sold together. Tel.689170226.
ELECTRIC OVEN 25€,
electric extractor hood
10€, Blue metal bunk beds,
no mattresses 25€. Tel962200151 or 676041413
L’Olleria
ESTUFA: modern look,
solid cast iron, large single pane glass door 59cm
x 38cm. used for only one
winter, good condition. Total dimensions - 68cmH x
55cmD x 69cmW. Buyer
collects. Tel-962200151 or
676041413 L’Olleria.
SWIMMING POOL intex 7.50x 3.60x1.20 complete with pump & filter
also insulation boards.
400 ono can deliver Tel
664715624.
SAFETY OUTFIT, as
new. Suit, L. Hard Hat, Ear
defenders, Safety Gloves
and steel toe cap boots,
Low Price, 100 euros. Tel.
962214144. Nr. Xativa.
SONY ERICSSON Model K530i (mobile) - 18
months old, works perfectly, but has a few of the
usual scratches expected

on a used phone. A really
nice phone and comes with
charger. (we used it on the
Yoigo network). Bargain
price 40€ - Call Andrew
961105196
DIGITAL TV AERIAL
– good condition. 10€ Horse Saddle – with stirrups good condition. 50€
- Call Sandra 961105196
KIPPOR DIESEL GENERATOR - (Model DG
6LE) – 65€ (can be delivered for reasonable price).
18 months old. Engine
works perfectly, but it
needs a new starting motor and key ignition switch.
Ideal for person with mechanical experience. Perfect also for spare parts if
you already have a kippor.
Call Andrew 961105196
GAS RANGE COOKER
5 RING & OVEN. WHITE
V.G.C.
€80:00
TEL
962127696 / 626999666
COMPLETE KARAOKE
equipment. Includes TV
Screen, Speakers, Lights
and approx 50 discs. 400
Euros o.n.o Tel 977493661
or 690029053
PEAVEY XR600B 800
watts 6 channel Mixer
Amp. 2 speakers with 2 x
12” Plus tweeters. Stands
and Leads. 1 Boom mic
stand. 350€ Beneixama
965979368/654774025
DOUBLE WARDROBE
light cane with mirrored
doors & 2 drawers. 40€,
Kitchen
table
70cm
chrome & teak with 2
matching chairs. 40€, Ontinyent 960707653
TWO SW350 WIND turbines 24v together will
make 48v 450€each
merlom 100 ltr electric
water boiler 50€, near muro
de alcoy Tel 619813343
//////////////////////////////////////
BOILER BUTANO/PROPANO
cointra-godesia
70€ ono. Motorcycle boots
mxdiadora 37, 20€. Helmet
acu approved, 55/56, 15€;
trousers maxequipe 26”,
15€; rollerblades 42/43 10€.
Alberic Tel 626094052.
SKY SATELLITE system
1.9 dish with twin lnb. 25
meters cable. Sky box. Can
be seen working. Delivery
possible at cost. Xativa.
450€ Tel 637257333
OVAL COFFEE TABLE (glass top) 15€, Slow
cooker 18€, Pine flr corner cupboard 15€. Electric oil rads 22€, Lumbar
chair (cost 1800) 350€. Tel
667757843 sax
R/C TRAINER PLANE,
5 foot wingspan, futaba
radio, 2 engines, 12 volt
power panel, everything to
get you going, 250€ Tel.
696254795

WAECO 60ltr gas,mains
or 12 volt fridge 250€. Sony
vaio fz21z laptop with blu
ray 450 euros, boxed as
new.Tel 666273321
2 x BEDSIDE
cabinets chest drawers+tall
drawers115€,
computer
desk+chair 70€, 2x wooden sun loungers + cushions
95€. Tel 657204760 sax
CHROME POOL ladders,
steps. Excellent condition.
60€. Tel 618467961 xativa
SKI JACKET mens size m
wed’ze black. Ski trousers
boys grey wed’ze 14yrs
20€ each or 35€ for both
excellent condition. Tel
664482327
SONY TV VHS combo,
20” silver, remote 70€
and playsonic tv 20” silver, remote. 50€. Will sell
both for 100€. Microphone
shure 58. 50€. Tel. 628 43
53 39 oliva
PACE sky box €45. Tel
622136629
SKY+ DIGIBOX 80 gb
for sale in good condition
complete with instruction
book and remote 85 euros.
Tel 666333313 castalla
SKY BOX and sky card; 2
sky boxes and 1 card free
channels. We need a office chair,wardrope,rustic
coffeetable. Would you
like to swop? Ontinyent,
618406614
//////////////////////////////////////
GAS BUTANO/propano
boiler cointra-godesia little used. Details cip-11(es)
g30/31-28-30-37
mbar.
70€ ono. Alberic area. Tel
626094052
J M L steam cleaner,
bought on the 10th feb not
needed Cost 77.99€. Selling for 45€ Tel 96 284
3919
WOODBURNER, freestanding corner woodburner, with canopy and
stainless steel flue. Buyer
collects. Offers. Tel: 96
558 7748 (near denia)
WHIRLPOOL washing
machine 5 kilo load 1000
spin speed €50.00 domena press sp2000 €60.00
both good condition call
661260510
TALL CABINET with
glass doors, vgc,120€, 2
chest of drawers,30€ &
80€ ,ladies mountain bike,
30€. Tel 962730106 (lliria)
2 BICYCLES 1 male 12
gears. 1 female 10 gears.
Rayleigh usa make. Very
good condition. 40€ Tel.
961648404. Lliria area.
BOSH JIGSAW 35.00,
makita router + bits 100.00,
jerry cans 15€
(each)
makita belt sander 45.00,
+ various other tools, call
roger on 962850498
WOOD BURNING FIRE

- cassette type in-built fan
height 22 inches width
25 inches depth 16 inches
glass broken only 75€.
Telephone
663031188
(ondara)
MENS 2 PIECE dainese
motorcycle leathers. Size
52,blue/black/white.
Matching avg helmet size
m. Excellent condition.
250€ ono Tel 647586574
Alberic.
SELECTION of good
quality adult and childrens
books and dvds in english
over fifty items - plus other bric a brac items, tea set,
plates, ornaments etc. 30€.
suit car booter. Alborache
area Tel 962508208
BANDSAW on sturdy
stand with wood and metal
blades. 9in. Throat, 50€.
Tel. 962807579
RECLINNING armchair.
Dark ruby Colour. Two
years old good condition.
cost over 600€, selling for
225€ sax tel: 678 620 659
2.4M
SATELLITE
DISH with 2 Pace Digiboxes, 500€, Round
marble
outside
table
and 4 chairs,100€,Good
quality Chest of Drawers 100€,Tel.962730106
(Lliria)
SONY TV VHS COMBO,
20” Silver, remote 70€.
PLAYSONIC TV 20” Silver, remote. 50€ or both for
100€. Microphone Shure
58. 50€. Tel. 628435339
HP IPAQ HX4700 Handheld PC, Colour screen,
3GB of memory, wifi enabled lots of programmes
installed, complete with
docking cradle, 50€ Tel
627180542
ASPES IDEAL LA143
washing
machine.
in
V.G.C. 120€. 2 stand alone
oil filled elec.radiators
V.G.C. 12€, Round table & 4 chairs, 60€, Tel
966500121Cocentaina
5.5K HONDA GENERATOR, petrol/gas conversion, remote start. Recently
serviced, good working order. €500 Tel: Pam or John
on 965 528 671 or 696 731
290Castell de Castells
EDESA fridge freezer,
White ,good condition,
90€.Bluesky, mobile aircon
unit/de-humidifier,120€
.TILER 50ltr water heater, new element 80€ Tel
647503841
2 TWO SEATER SOFAS
gold colour 200€ Solid teak
table and 4 chairs 160€
Cane patio suite 120€. Tel
966424196 or 630476947
Denia.
.........................................

WANTED
2.4 Metre Satellite Dish,
must be a six piece petal
dish. Tel 687954437
GON gas for Mig Welder
tel.620100269
DIESEL GENERATOR.
5Kva min. Uk resident/
holiday villa. Can collect.
Murcia & Alicante & surrounding. Contact Debbie
: Uk 07720 841494, 0044
1474 363446, email debsdame@maritime12.freeserve.co.uk.
STATIC CARAVAN 2
bed min. double bed. bunk
beds. quad bike. l’ametlla
area. Tel 676927175
WANTED: Toyota Landcruiser, 5 doors, right or
left hand drive, with title, cash in 24 hours. Tel
626507159, llasat@yahoo.
com

pets
FIBI AND BONI - two
female cats - both spayed
- urgently seeking a new
home together. They are 2
and 3 years old. Unfortunately the owner needs to
return to the UK to care for
an ageing parent. If you can
help please telephone:
962813023 or mobile
628751166
HOME wanted for two
18months female cats
both been spayed and have
friendly quiet nature tel
666 998805
SMALL cross 4 1/2 years
old, also very good with
other dogs, good natured,
chipped and has passport.
They can be seperated Contact Karen 687 619 363
FREE PETS
CLASSIFIEDS
If you are looking for a
home for an animal and
are not charging then the
advert is free. Email advertise@thetraderonline.es

PERSONAL

DIVORCED male W.T
.M lady about 50 to 60
years old for friendship
,diner,holidays etc.Thank
you. Tel 699836237
Are there any Astrology
Groups
Ontinyent/Xativa? If not, Do you have
knowledge? Would enjoy
meeting monthly? Discuss
a chart? carola.robbins@
yahoo.co.uk
EDUCATOR
required
for nursery boy in his
home to improve English skills in Sitges area.
Tel.696713635.
Email
25 words for
Free
classifeds@inlandtrader.net

Private goods for sale under 500 euros ONLY
Excess charge 15 cents per word

T

SHAKESPEAR 16ft
SPEEDBOAT

115hp suzuki engine
electric start,tilt and trim
comes complete with
trailer,waterskis and doughnut both with towing ropes
and 5 life jackets
2600 euro
Tel 962132441

5m BOMBARD RIB
EXPLORER DB

6.500 € ono
Mercury 60 hp engine (tilt, trim )
Electric start, Spot lights, all
round light. Light board. Fish
finder. Fully registered.
Bramber roll on, roll off trailer.
Perfect for fishing or skiing.
Contact Bill:
608667519 or 977059141.

Ref June

Ref July

Caravans
ROVER 45 W reg English registered, Serviced May 11 months Mot,
65,000 miles. vgc, 1800 euros. Tel Janet
676151318. Muro. Ref 187 July
...............................................................
KUBOTA KX41-2 mini digger. Rubber
tracks, three digging buckets, rops, canopy, 1.5ton. Mechanically sound ready to
work. 4950 euros.
Phone 962201653. 609325851. Ref Jul
199
................................................................
CLASSIC MERCEDES 500 sec coupe.
Oliver body work, red leather & Wood
Trim. RHD. 1988, auto, apreciating classic 3750 €. Tel 627156881/ 962132668
Ref July
CLASSIC CONVERTABLE WW BEETLE. New Hood, 1973, special alloys in
red, everyone stares, perfect mechanics,
needs a good polish, garaged last 4 years
4000 € Tel 627156881/ 962132668 ref
210july
4X4 TOYOTA RAV 4, 3 doors Swb,
Rhd, Beautiful condition, low milage, 2
lady owners, blue body work, twin sunroofs, alloy wheels, v reliable, auto, 2995
€ Tel 627156881/ 962132668 ref 201
july
................................................................

PEUGEOT CAMPER van (Diesel)
Sleeps 4, comfortable 2 adults 2 children,
(but has slept 4 adults) Regularly serviced
and full ITV. Fully fitted with fridge, water heater, gas fire, oven and hob. Seperate
cubicle for shower and chemical toilet.
Fitted wardrobe + Cupboards and drawers. Outlet for electrical hook-up Fitted
bike rake (3 positions) 2,000 euro ONO
Tel 962135083. Mob 679312712 or
689457014

Household non business releated
classifieds are free
up to 25 words and upto 500 euros
per advertiser per issue.
If you wish to advertise more there
is a surcharge of 15 cents per word.

PROPERTY
LINAGE
FOR SALE
FOR RENT

20 cents per word
Email

classifieds@thetraderonline.es

Tel 902733622

KIA PICANTO 1.1 EX. reg 2005, orange
metallic, automatic,air con, air bags, anti
lock brakes,driving lamps, colour coded
bumpers, MP3/CD/radio, low mileage,
excellent condition, spanish car (LHD).
€5000 For more info and a test drive call
687954437 (Montserrat). Ref SAT
................................................................
lDV DAF CONVOY crewcab dropside tipper.2.4diesel.3500kg. 2005 reg.
18000kms. Warranted. 6 seater.motd.
april2011. taxed Oct 2010.Factory fitted
with tow bar. ex council so high standard
of service history. Just drove this from
Scotland loaded, used no oil or water &
very little diesel. Any independent inspection welcomed. Excellent condition,
3990€ for quick sale. First to see will buy.
Tel.642243711. situated near Tortosa
area. Ref 170june

Motor adverts

20 cents per word per issue
BOX ADVERT WITH PHOTO
18,50 PER ISSUE

Tel 902733622

LOW
COST
Storage

SHORT &
LONG TERM rates
Tel 634153664

STAMPS WANTED

Hi I am fourteen and have just
started stamp collecting
so if you have any stamps
from any where in any condition would you consider sending them to me please.
I don’t have any money but i
can pay for the postage to me.
Please call Lizzie on
672883797

rader

PROPERTY

CATALUNYA. Semi -Detached Bungalow. Two Bedrooms, Swimming Pool, Attractive Garden. 400 sqm Plot.
160,000 euros/ Tel owner
Alan
Richardson
(0034)
977270968 or 627008302
Ref Mar11
.............................................
5 BED HOUSE with garage
and pool. 1 hr north of valencia,10 min drive to Peniscola
beach. solar power with back
up generator (key start from
inside house) 159,000 euros
Tel 698201986 Ref 208 Jul
..............................................
OWN HOUSE VALL DE
GALLINERA 35 mins from
Oliva Beach The centrally
heated accomodation comprises of a large groundfloor
room which has potential for
more rooms and/or storeplace.
2 double bedrooms one with
annexe sitting room. Fully
fitted Kitchen, Living Room,
Breakfast Balcony and Terrace. Price 99.000 euros or
Property Exchange considered
in the chesterfield or Alfreton
area (Derbyshire)For more
details and photos go to www.
thespanishpropertyshop.com
to view Or contact the owner
direct Tel Mrs Scutt on 96
6406505 ...................REF.sps
.............................................
BUSINESS for sale. First
class supermarket and internet
cafe. Ideal for a couple to run.
For sale due to owners retirement. To include all stock.
60,000 euros. Tel 962856034
/962853510 ref tscah
GROUND floor 3 bed. apartment with private courtyard.
Furnished.
79,000
euros
Tel 962856034 /962853510
ref tscah
.............................................
OLIVA4th floor apartment,
no lift, large with 4 beds.
69,000 euros. Tel 962856034
/962853510 ..........ref tscah
.............................................
MONTE PEGO, Spectacular
views, reformed apartment,
95,000 euros. Tel 962856034
/962853510
ref tscah
.............................................
OLIVA BEECH, 2 bed.
ground floor apartment with
parking. 91,000 euors Tel
962856034
/962853510
ref tscah
..............................................
BELLA VISTA, 3 bed villa
with pool. Needs TLC. but
great bargain. 176,000 euros.
Tel 962856034 /962853510
ref tscah
..............................................
LA FONT, 3 bed apt.,
good condition with private
30m2 terrace. 79,000 €. Tel
962856034 /962853510 .........
ref tscah
..............................................

www.currenciesdirect.com

OLIVA, massive reduction,
beautifully reformed 3 bed
t/house in very good area,
lovely terrace 110,000 € Tel
962856034
/962853510.ref
tscah
...............................................
NEAR OLIVA town hall,
150m2 4bed t/house, 2 terraces, sat system, good condition.
116,000 €. Tel 962856034
/962853510 .............ref tscah
.............................................
RAFOL DE SALEM, stunning 3bed t/house, terrace
leading from master bed, with
fabulous views of mountains.
Tel 962856034 /962853510
ref tscah
...............................................
FANTASTIC
BARGAIN,
Oliva Nova Golf, I bed
luxury apt. on this exclusive
development,good
rental income, 136,000€ Tel
962856034 /962853510 ....ref
tscah
...............................................
BARGAIN VILLA, due to
personal reasons this 2 bed
beautiful villa at Les Fois is
offered for very low price
of 139,000 € negotiable. Tel
962856034 /962853510 ref
tscah
..............................................
XATIVA – Stone Built
Farmhouse 3 Beds 2 baths
Completely reformed. CH .
AC . All mains . ADSL. Bar .
Pool.Hot Spa. Feature gardens
289.000€ - 962282370
...............................................
COTTAGE for sale in the
lovely area of Casinos. 2/3bed,
1 bath, kitchen, lounge. 95m2
living space, Mains water &
electric. 85,000eur.(Ref 3718)
Tel 962728066
.............................................
VILLA to be finished in Villar del Arzobsipo, two floors,
7 beds, 2 baths. 3000m2plot,
260m2built. Deposit water,
electric has to be solar &/or
genny. 79,000eur.(Ref 3747)
Tel 962728066
.............................................
BEAUTIFUL 5 bedroomed
villa in Villar del Arzobispo,
recently reformed, spacious
lounge, kitchen with diner, one
bath, 5 double beds. Terraces,
pool. Mains utilities. Great
value. 135m2 living space,
1100m2 plot. 129,000eur.(Ref
4048) Tel 962728066
..............................................
PROPERTY with potential in Villar del Arzobsipo,
mains water and electric can
be connected. Two building
on one plot & pool. 3000m2
plot, 150m2+50m2 built.
40,000eur.(Ref 3662)
.............................................
OLD DOMENO,great location, casita of 1 bed, 1 bath,
kitchen with fantastic views.
Mains water, electric can be

Want to save Money?
on your transfers See page 2

connected. 40m2 built, 500m2
plot. 29,000eur (Ref 3948) Tel
962728066
.............................................
VILLARdel
Arzobispo,
4 double bed, big lounge,
kitchen, 1 bath, mains water,
solar+genny electric. Ready to
move in. 800m2 plot, 100m2
living sp. 99,950eur (Ref
3892) Tel 962728066
..............................................
BUGARRA, new build, 3 double beds, 1 bath,kitchen,lounge.
110m2living sp, 2500m2 plot.
Beautiful views, ready to move
in. Mains water, genny electricity. 99,000eur(Ref 3968 )
.............................................
VILLAR del Arzobispo, 3
double beds, poss to extend
it, 1 bath, kitchen, lounge.
Mains water, mains electric.
Outbuildings. Very good access, 5 min into the village.
110m2 living sp, 4000m2 plot.
120,000eur(Ref 4018) Tel
962728066
..............................................
BUILDINGPLOT for sale
in a residential area in Camp
Lliria. The last one available.
Mains water connected, possible to connect mains electric. Ideal for wooden chalets.
4,600m2. 20,000eur(Ref 3505)
Tel 962728066
.............................................
PEDRABLA house to be finished, mains water and mains
electric, 1km into the town,
lovely views, good access.
2/3 beds, bath, lounge, opened
kitchen. All materials included
in the price. Very good value.
80,000eur(Ref 4046) Tel
962728066
...............................................
BEAUTIFUL
Reformed
House 270m2 in the unique
village of Tollos nr Cocentaina. Full details see www.
houseforsalecostablanca.
co.uk 235,000€ o.n.o Tel 0044
1173770125 T34
..............................................
MONTROY
BARGAIN
READY TO MAKE YOUR
OWN €109,000
Great opportunity. to buy a ‘beautiful
house 691235211
TS
...............................................
ALBORACHE
€194,000
*Large Town House with 2
self contained Apartments * 5
beds* 2 Bathrooms* 2 Kitchens* Patio* €700/m rental potential* Tel 691235211
..............................................
ONTINYENT . Casa Sirrah,
10,000m2 plot. Landscaped
gardens, private forest area,
large Driveway parking for
5+ cars, almond orchard, 10 x
5 filtered pool. On two levels,
down stairs, 2 bedroom Bathroom, American style kitchen
dinner lounge. Upper level 4
bedrooms, Kitchen breakfast
room. Large lounge and ter-

www.authoriseddealerinspain.com

Tel 902733633

race. Bathroom. swimming
pool 10 x 5 filtered with Roman steps. Valued at 475,000
–asking Price 320,000€ Tel
618329511
ONTINYENT
TOWN
HOUSE, 280 m square partly
reformed, mortgage availble
to transfer 130,000 euros. Tel
618329511

RENTAL
ONTINYENT Long term
rental villa. 4 bedrooms.
Swimming pool available
Long term only from September 650 euros per month Tel
618329511
..............................................
XATIVA Farmhouse 3 bedroom Long Term rent. From
September. Swimming pool
spacious. 750 euros per month
Tel 618329511
...............................................
Property adverts
20 cents per word
Email us today
advertise@thetraderonline.com

www.thewarehousespain.com

Boats

Advertise your
Property in print
and on the web for
6 months
100 euros plus i.v.a
For more details
Tel 618329511

Now you have a choice

SHOULD HAVE GONE TO BT

Tel 902733633
Further information
Mon-Fri 10am-1.30 & 5pm-8pm
BT Mobile phone
Packages to suit business & Families.

500 for 2
500 min a month to Landlines in SPAIN

For 2 Euros

15cent connection fee applies

UK and Europe Mobile package
A Cheap way to call a mobile
outside of Spain
Contact us for further details on how BT can
reduce the cost of your mobile bills.

SPECIAL PROMOTION FOR
BT CUSTOMERS
For the month of July.
FREE
Samsung J400
WHEN YOU TRANSFER
YOUR MOBILE NUMBER TO BT

www.authoriseddealerspain.com

Offer available to all BT Landline customers and new
clients contracting to BT Landline Service
during the month of July.
Offer expires 25.07.2010
The Samsung J400 will be available whilst stocks last.
Alternative models, ask for details.

BT SERVICES ARE AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT SPAIN

